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Abstract

Using representations of nonflat-based Scott domains to model type systems,
it is natural to wish that they be “linear”, in which case the complexity of the
fundamental test for entailment of information drops from exponential to linear,
the corresponding mathematical theory becomes much simpler, and moreover has
ties to models of computation arising in the study of sequentiality, concurrency, and
linear logic. Earlier attempts to develop a fully nonflat semantics based on linear
domain representations for a rich enough type system allowing inductive types,
were designed in a way that felt rather artificial, as it featured certain awkward
and counter-intuitive properties; eventually, the focus turned on general, nonlinear
representations.

Here we try to turn this situation around, by showing that we can work linearly
in a systematic way within the nonlinear model, and that we may even restrict to
a fully linear model whose objects are in a bijective correspondence with the ones
of the nonlinear and are easily seen to form a prime algebraic domain. To obtain
our results we study mappings of finite approximations of objects that can be used
to turn approximations into normal and linear forms.

1 Introduction
When we think about computability with an eye to actual practice, we strive to rea-
son as finitarily as it gets. In domain-theoretic denotational semantics, we under-
stand a higher-order program through a collection of approximations, that is, partial
descriptions of its input-output behavior, embodying consistent and complete informa-
tion about it. Trying to be as finitary as possible, we base our model on truly finite
approximations of programs, that is, finite sets of information tokens, and then work
with an appropriate domain representation, as pioneered by Dana Scott [29]: two fi-
nite approximations may give consistent information, and the information of one may
entail the information of the other. The denotation of a program is then retrieved as
a consistent and deductively closed set of tokens. Starting from consistent finite ap-
proximations, the formal neighborhoods, we obtain the domain-theoretical compact
elements by taking their deductive closures, and a topological basis by taking their
upper cones.

A type system in this context is set up over inductively generated Scott information
systems serving as interpretations for the base types, where the tokens—the atomic
approximations that make up formal neighborhoods—are generated as a free algebra
by constructors. One of the fundamental choices here concerns how exactly we want
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to let partiality enter the model. A fairly mainstream approach is to simply introduce
partiality as a pseudotoken, that in particular does not participate in the formation of
the other tokens, and so to end up with flat domains as base types. The semantics here
is “strict”: a constructor induces a non-injective mapping and different constructors
have overlapping ranges. Nevertheless, as is well known, the resulting model is refined
enough to support the study of deep questions, like sequentiality, or full abstraction for
PCF, in a fruitful way [22, 16, 5].

Another approach, which has been drawing growing interest in the recent past—a
fact reflected for example on the advent of realistic non-strict programming languages,
like Haskell—is to introduce partiality as a pseudoconstructor, therefore allowing it
to participate in the formation of the rest of the tokens, and ending up with nonflat do-
mains as base types. The constructors regain their injectivity and their non-overlapping
ranges, at the cost of making us work, already at base types, within a nontrivial, and in
fact pretty involved, preordered set instead of a flat tree. Things get very combinatorial
very quickly, and old answers may need novel tools to reestablish in the nonflat case,
especially if we’re interested in a constructive development.

In particular, a strand of this kind of research tries to exploit the extra structure,
hoping for results that wouldn’t hold in the flat case: already in the early 90’s, Martı́n
Escardó [9] shows that characteristic functions which fail to be computable in the flat
domain of natural numbers, become computable when elevated to the corresponding
nonflat domain. Another strand, advanced by the Munich logic group, involves adapt-
ing fundamental results, like computational adequacy, definabilility, and density, to the
nonflat case [27, 24, 12, 13] (see also [28]), and also recasting previous approaches
to important topics in the nonflat setting in an arguably more natural way—a recent
example being work on exact real arithmetic by exploiting the inherent base-type non-
strictness coinductively [17, 18]. It turns out that these two strands occasionally meet:
Davide Rinaldi and the author have independently observed that the typical Berger-
like argument for the Kleene–Kreisel density theorem [4], can be recast in the nonflat
setting in a way that provides finite witnesses [15, 25]. These pages present some obser-
vations and techniques concerning formal neighborhoods, in type systems interpreted
upon nonflat information systems, and have been largely developed to help attack cer-
tain general questions like the above.

Such general questions we leave though for follow-up work. Here we choose to
present the material largely as a story about linearity, which has also been called atom-
icity: the entailment of a token by a neighborhood depends on only one token in the
neighborhood. This might sound an esoteric subject of study, but as we will recount in
section 5, linearity is tied quite naturally to the research on such topics as sequential-
ity, concurrency, and also linear logic, since it is a statement of linearity of entailment
brought down to the level of domain representations. The practical significance of this
property is already easy to appreciate: since only singletons of a neighborhood U may
be tested against a given token for entailment, the entailment test under linearity naively
features linear complexity, in contrast to the generally exponential complexity of hav-
ing to test potentially all subneighborhoods of U . Moreover, this suggests a more terse
logical representation of domains, where entailment appears as a binary predicate. For
the sake of a concrete and deeper connection to the subjects mentioned above though,
we will also see how linearity gives rise to prime algebraic domains.

We begin in section 2 with some basic facts regarding our chosen model. In sec-
tion 3 we revisit the notion of neighborhood mapping [13] and discuss its appropriate
notion of continuity. Then, in section 4, we use information-preserving neighborhood
mappings, which, additionally, send equivalent arguments to the same value, thus pro-
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viding us with normal forms. Starting gently with nonparametric finitary base types,
we discuss four distinct normal forms, namely, the straightforward supremum and de-
ductive closure, together with a path and a tree form. Then we move on to higher
types, where we introduce a streamlined version of eigen-neighborhood [13], and use
it to establish a higher-type normal form theorem: normal forms at lower types induce
normal forms at higher types. We conclude the section by developing yet further the
basics of neighborhood mappings in order to prove a normal form theorem for arbi-
trary algebras; this generalizes the results on nonparametric finitary base types, thus
establishing the existence of normal forms at every type (by virtue of mutual induc-
tion). In section 5, we use our results on neighborhood mappings and normal forms
to extricate an implicit notion of linearity in our general model, and then show how
to make this explicit by restricting the model to an appropriate submodel based on the
idea of “paths”. Finally we use this knowledge to provide a simple representation of
linear coherent information systems, the preordered tolerances, and show that the do-
mains induced by such systems are prime algebraic. We end in section 6 with a short
discussion on future work.

2 Background
In this section we recount the basics of the setting where we will base the rest. We
outline our type system, which allows for parametric types and infinitary base types,
we explain its interpretation through Scott information systems, and we close with
some useful technical observations concerning simple base types.

Types

Our type system is based on the Schwichtenberg–Wainer type system [28, §6.1.4].
Types are built simultaneously by four basic rules, one for type parameters, one for
constructor types, one for base types, and one for higher types. Let ξ and τ1,τ2, . . .
be distinct type variables, where the former is to be used as a dummy variable and the
latter are type parameters. Write ÝÑρ Ñ σ to mean ρ1 Ñ ¨¨ ¨ Ñ ρm Ñ σ (associated to
the right).

• Every type parameter τ is a type.

• If τ1, . . . ,τp for pě 0 are type parameters andÝÑρ1, . . . ,
ÝÑ
ρn for ně 0 are types, then

τ1 Ñ ¨¨ ¨ Ñ τp Ñ pÝÑρ1 Ñ ξ q Ñ ¨¨ ¨ Ñ pÝÑρn Ñ ξ q Ñ ξ

is a constructor type (of arity p` n). It is called finitary (possibly up to the
parameters1) if all ÝÑρi ’s are empty for i “ 1, . . . ,n, and infinitary otherwise (by
convention, the case that both p and n are equal to zero yields a nullary construc-
tor).

• If κ1, . . . ,κk are constructor types for k ą 0 and at least one of them is nullary,
then µξ pκ1, . . . ,κkq is a type. We think of such types as inductively defined
base types or algebras, generated by constructors Cl corresponding to κl , l “
1, . . . ,k. If all of its constructor types are finitary then we speak of a finitary
algebra (otherwise we call it infinitary), and if some of its constructor types are
parametric, then we speak of a parametric algebra.

1Schwichtenberg–Wainer [28] call types that are finitary up to parameters structure finitary.
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• If ρ,σ are types then ρ Ñ σ is a type; these are the usual higher types.

Note that constructor types that involve free occurences of ξ are not official types
themselves, but are just used to construct base types. Examples of base types are

• the unit type U :“ µξ pξ q with a single nullary constructor,

• the type of boolean values B :“ µξ pξ ,ξ q, with constructors for the truth tt : B
and the falsity ff :B,

• the type of natural numbers N :“ µξ pξ ,ξ Ñ ξ q, with constructors for the zero
0 :N and the successor S :NÑN,

• the type of (extended) derivations D :“ µξ pξ ,ξ ,ξ Ñ ξ ,ξ Ñ ξ Ñ ξ q, with con-
structors for an axiom 0 :D, another axiom 1 :D, a one-premise rule S :DÑD,
and a two-premise rule B : DÑ DÑ D (this algebra is simple yet nontrivial
enough to provide us with examples as we go along),

• and the type of (countable) ordinal numbers O :“ µξ pξ ,ξ Ñ ξ ,pNÑ ξ q Ñ ξ q,
with constructors for the zero 0 : O, the successor S : O Ñ O, and the limit
L : pNÑOq ÑO, which is a typical infinitary example.

If we allow parameters, we get a host of standard, useful parametric types, like

• types of lists Lpτq :“ µξ pξ ,τ Ñ ξ Ñ ξ q with constructors for the empty list
nilτ : Lpτq and the prepending consτ : τ Ñ Lpτq Ñ Lpτq,

• product types τ1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆ τp :“ µξ pτ1 Ñ ¨¨ ¨ Ñ τp Ñ ξ q with just one constructor
for p-tuples T : τ1 Ñ ¨¨ ¨ Ñ τp Ñ τ1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆ τp,

• and sum types τ1`¨¨ ¨` τp :“ µξ pτ1 Ñ ξ , . . . ,τp Ñ ξ q with p constructors for
the injections Ii : τi Ñ τ1`¨¨ ¨` τp for i“ 1, . . . , p.

By convention, we will use ι , η to denote arbitrary base types and ρ , σ to denote
arbitrary types in general.2

Information systems

A (Scott) information system is a triple pTok,Con,$q, where Tok is a countable set
of tokens, Con is a collection of finite sets of tokens, which we call consistent sets or
(formal) neighborhoods, and $ is a subset of ConˆTok, the entailment. These are
subject to the axioms

tau P Con,
U ĎV ^V P ConÑU P Con,
U P Con^a PU ÑU $ a,

U $V ^V $ cÑU $ c,

U P Con^U $ bÑUYtbu P Con,

where U $V stands for U $ b for all b PV . From the latter follows vacuously that U $
H for all U , whileHP Con follows from the first two axioms, assuming inhabitedness

2This type system spans the whole spectrum of the type system of Schwichtenberg–Wainer [28], barring
mutually (or simultaneously) defined algebras. It should be straightforward, albeit technical, to extend the
results that follow to the case of mutually defined algebras. Here we omit them for the sake of simplicity.
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of Tok. Occasionally we will use finite sets Γ of tokens that are not necessarily pairwise
consistent, for which we write Γ P Fin, so ConĎ Fin. An information system is called
coherent when in addition to the above it satisfies

@
a,a1PU

ta,a1u P ConÑU P Con (1)

for all U P Fin. By the coherence and the second axiom above, it follows that the
consistency of a token set is equivalent to the consistency of its pairs. Drawing on this
property, we often write a — b for ta,bu P Con, and even U — V for U YV P Con.3

In this paper we generally restrict our attention to coherent systems even if we don’t
mention it explicitly.

Given two coherent information systems ρ and σ ,4 we form their function space
ρ Ñ σ : define its tokens by xU,by P Tok if U P Conρ and b P Tokσ , its consistency
by xU,by — xU 1,b1y if U —ρ U 1 implies b —σ b1, and its entailment by W $ xU,by if
WU $σ b, where

b PWU :“ D
U 1PConρ

`@

U 1,b
D

PW ^U $ρ U 1
˘

.

The last operation is called neighborhood application; one can show that it is monotone
in both arguments, that is, that U $U 1 implies WU $WU 1 and that W $W 1 implies
WU $W 1U , for all appropriate U,U 1,W,W 1. The proof of the following can be found
in [28, §6.1.6].

Fact 2.1. The function space of two coherent information systems is itself a coherent
information system.

Information systems as representations of domains

An ideal (also element or point) of an information system ρ is a possibly infinite token
set x Ď Tok, such that U P Con for every U Ď f x (consistency), and U $ b for some
U Ď f x implies b P x (deductive closure). If x is an ideal of ρ , we write x P Ideρ or x : ρ .
Note that in the generic setting the empty set is always an ideal of ρ , and is the natural
candidate for the role of the bottom element.

By a (Scott–Ershov) domain (with a countable basis) we mean here a directed com-
plete partial order that is additionally algebraic and bounded complete [1, 30, 2]. It is
furthermore coherent [23, 21], if every set of compacts has a least upper bound exactly
when each of its pairs has a least upper bound. Write b PU if and only if U $ b (in
the generic setting we always have H“H). The following fact, based directly on the
work of Scott [29], is fundamental to our approach (for the proofs see [30, §6.1] and
[14, Theorem 8]).

Fact 2.2 (Representation theorem). Let ρ “ pTokρ ,Conρ ,$ρq be a coherent infor-
mation system. Then pIdeρ ,Ď,Hq is a coherent domain with compacts given by
tU |U P Conρu. Conversely, every coherent domain can be represented by a coher-
ent information system.

An approximable mapping between two information systems ρ and σ is a relation
r Ď Conρ ˆConσ , that generalizes entailment in the following sense: xH,Hy P r; if

3Instead of “U —V ”, the notation “U ÒV ” is also used.
4With this notation we already anticipate the use of information systems as an interpretation of our type

system, but for the moment the correspondence is not yet official.
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xU,V1y ,xU,V2y P r then xU,V1YV2y P r; and if U $ρ U 1, xU 1,V 1y P r, and V 1 $σ V ,
then xU,V y P r. One can show [29] that there is a bijective correspondence between the
approximable mappings from ρ to σ and the ideals of the function space ρ Ñ σ , and
moreover establish the categorical equivalence between domains with Scott continuous
functions and information systems with approximable mappings. The equivalence is
preserved if we restrict ourselves to the coherent case [14].

Information systems as interpretations of types

We assign an information system to each type. Every higher type is naturally assigned
a function space, so it suffices to discuss the information systems for base types, that
is, for algebras. The definition that follows is to be understood as a mutual induction,
since we allow for constructors with infinitary arguments.

We equip every algebra ι (having at least one nullary constructor) with an extra
nullary pseudoconstructor ˚ι (or just ˚) to denote partiality, ending up with what one
could call algebra with partiality or ˚-algebra; for example, as we will readily see, the
natural numbers for us, besides 0 and S, will always employ the partiality pseudocon-
structor ˚N too, thus comprising the tokens ˚N, 0, S˚N, S0, SS˚N, SS0 and so on. Since
this is here a universal demand, we allow ourselves to focus on the proper constructors
and keep partiality pseudoconstructors tacit when we work with algebras, and also to
suppress the use of new terminology: we keep writing, e.g., µξ pξ ,ξ Ñ ξ q instead of
µξ pξ ,ξ ,ξ Ñ ξ q for N and we keep saying “algebra” where we actually mean “alge-
bra with partiality”—just as we often say “algebra” where we actually mean “pointed
algebra” (algebra with an extra element for the bottom) in the traditional flat setting.
Our treatment of partiality marks a small but rather fundamental difference between
our approach and that of Schwichtenberg–Wainer. In their exposition, the pseudotoken
˚ is a special untyped symbol, which is allowed to occur in place of a token at any base
type, whereas here we demand that it be typed like any other term.

In the following, we rather loosely speak of “an r-ary constructor C”, to mean a
constructor of some arity ρ1, . . . ,ρr, corresponding to the constructor type of C (we
give this correspondence rigorously in §4.3); some of these types may be parameters,
or higher types (recursive calls). A constructor may also be nullary (in particular it may
be the pseudoconstructor ˚ι ), in which case it will take no arguments.

• If C is an r-ary constructor and ai P Tokρi for i“ 1, . . . ,r then Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar P Tokι .5

For its head constructor write hdpCa1 ¨ ¨ ¨arq “ C; for its i-th component token
write apiq, that is, pCa1 ¨ ¨ ¨arqpiq “ ai for i“ 1, . . . ,r.

• We have a —ι ˚ and ˚ —ι a for all a P Tokι . Furthermore, if C is an r-ary con-
structor and ai —ρi bi for i “ 1, . . . ,r then Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar —ι Cb1 ¨ ¨ ¨br. Finally, we
have U P Conι if a—ι a1 for all a,a1 PU .

• We have U $ι ˚ for all U P Conι . Furthermore, if C is an r-ary constructor,
every Ui P Conρi is inhabited and Ui $ρi bi for i “ 1, . . . ,r, then U $ι Cb1 ¨ ¨ ¨br
for all U P Conι that are sufficient for C on U1, . . . , Ur, in the sense that for
each i “ 1, . . . ,r and each ai PUi there exists an a PU such that hdpaq “C and
apiq “ ai. Finally, if U $ι b, then also UYt˚u $ι b.

5Throughout the text, and particularly in the several involved examples that follow, we adopt the polish
notation for tokens for typographical convenience.
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There is a subtle peculiarity in the above: the definition of the predicate Conι in-
corporates coherence (1), so it follows that H $ι t˚u, which not only diverges from
the model employed in [28] but also from the generic domain-theoretic setting that we
saw above. The behavior of the empty neighborhood does not get too peculiar though.
Firstly, the inhabitedness of Ui’s in the last clause forbids the situationH$ι Cb1 ¨ ¨ ¨br
for proper constructors C, so the common intuition for both H and ˚ as standing for
“least information” is faithfully backed up the definition. Moreover, Fact 2.2 continues
to hold, as long as we let the singleton t˚ιu play the role of the bottom element Kι at
base types and the set txU,by |U P Conρ ^b P Kσu play the role of the bottom element
KρÑσ at higher types (at every type, the empty set is not even an ideal anymore). We
call tokens and neighborhoods of these bottom ideals trivial or uninformative, and we
reserve the term empty for the uninhabited set; so nontrivial neighborhoods at type ρ

are neighborhoods U P Conρ such that Hρ $ρ U , and likewise for nontrivial tokens.
We write Con1

ρ and Coni
ρ for the inhabited and the informative neighborhoods at type

ρ respectively.6

Concerning sufficiency, note that (a) in case C is a proper constructor, U is sufficient
for C on U1, . . . , Ur if and only if UYt˚u is, if and only if Uzt˚u is, and (b) we trivially
have U $ι CU1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ur, whenever U is sufficient for C on U1, . . . , Ur; here the constructor
application is defined by

CU1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ur :“ tCa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar | a1 PU1, . . . ,ar PUru,

which is consistent if and only if every Ui is consistent at its respective type. We
can also achieve the other direction, in the sense that every neighborhood U that is
nontrivial is equivalent to one of the form CU1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ur: if

Uzt˚u “ tCa11 ¨ ¨ ¨ar1, . . . ,Ca1m ¨ ¨ ¨armu,

we gather all i-th component tokens into a neighborhood, the i-th component neigh-
borhood Upiq :“ tai1, . . . ,aimu of U , and let Ui :“Upiq for every i “ 1, . . . ,r; then we
indeed have U „ι CU1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ur (where U „V abbreviates U $V ^V $U). We call this
the component form of U .

It is straightforward, but tedious, to check that all these make sense.

Fact 2.3. Let ι be an algebra given by constructors. The triple pTokι ,Conι ,$ιq is a
coherent information system (up to the parameters).

Elementary facts concerning nonparametric finitary base types

The interpretation of any type system such as the above starts with the values of non-
parametric and finitary algebras (like N and B). Whenever the need arises for an
infinitary algebra (like O), the necessary higher type values appearing as argument
types at constructors (like the type NÑ O for the limit ordinal constructor L) have to
be constructed on the fly using already constructed types. Finally, every time that a
type parameter is involved, it is clear that whenever it is replaced, it should be, again,
by an already constructed type. We will spell all this out rigorously when we’ll need it
in §4.3, but it should already be clear that the case of nonparametric finitary algebras
lies at the foundation of our whole edifice; for these we gather here some basic tools.

6Recall that in the original definition by Scott [29], a trivial token, denoted by “∆”, was demanded to
exist in every information system; here we have a single trivial token at every base type and several such at
higher types.
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At nonparametric finitary base types, if U is a consistent finite set, then also its
deductive closure U is clearly consistent and, thanks to the absence of infinitary ar-
guments to the constructors, finite too (to see this we can use the component form
CU1 ¨ ¨ ¨Ur of U and reason inductively). This fact will provide us with perhaps the
easiest normal form for nonparametric finitary base types in section 4.1.

A short discussion of antisymmetry may further motivate the pursuit of normal
forms of section 4 in general. By straightforward induction on the formation of tokens
we can show that nonparametric finitary base types are antisymmetric on tokens (write
a$ρ b for tau $ρ b).

Lemma 2.4 (Antisymmetry). Let ι be a nonparametric finitary algebra. For all tokens
a,b P Tokι , if a„ι b then a“ b.

On the other hand, it is easy to see that nonparametric finitary base types are not anti-
symmetric on neighborhoods, since for example tS˚u „N tS˚,˚u and tB0˚,B˚1u „D
tB01u. It follows that antisymmetry does not carry over to higher types, either for
tokens or for neighborhoods, and therefore not to infinitary algebras either.

Now for some necessary technicalities. Let ι be any nonparametric finitary algebra.
Define the height |a| of a P Tokι by

|˚ι | :“ 0,
|Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar| :“ 1`maxt|a1| , . . . , |ar|u,

and the size }a} of a P Tokι to be the number of its proper constructors:

}˚} :“ 0,
}Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar} :“ 1`}a1}` ¨ ¨ ¨`}ar}.

Lemma 2.5. Let ι be a nonparametric finitary algebra and a,b,a1, . . . ,ar P Tokι .

1. If a$ι b then |a| ě |b| and }a} ě }b}.

2. We have |a| ď }a}. Moreover, we have |a| “ }a} if and only if

@
bPTokι

`

|b| “ |a| Ñ }b} ě }a}
˘

. (2)

3. Let m “ maxt|a1| , . . . , |ar|u. If m “ }a1}` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` }ar}, then |ai| “ }ai} for all i
among 1, . . . ,r. Moreover, if m ą 0, then there exists a unique i among 1, . . . ,r,
such that

|ai| “ }ai} “ m ^ @
j‰i
|a j| “ }a j} “ 0.

Proof. The formulas in 1 are shown by straightforward induction, as well as that |a| ď
}a} in 2. We show that |a| “ }a} if and only if (2) holds. From left to right, let a be a
token with height and size equal, and let b be such that |b| “ |a|. We have

}b} ě |b| “ |a| “ }a}.

For the other way around, if a “ ˚, then it’s immediate, while for a “ Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar with
|a| “ ną 0, consider the token bC,n defined inductively as follows:

bC,1 :“C ˚¨ ¨ ¨˚
loomoon

r

,

bC,n`1 :“CbC,n ˚¨ ¨ ¨˚loomoon

r´1

;
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we have |bC,n| “ }bC,n} “ n, so }a} ď |a| by (2); by the assumption we get }a} “ |a|.
We show 3 by cases on m. If m “ 0, then for all i “ 1, . . . ,r we have |ai| “ 0, that

is, ai “ ˚, so also }ai} “ 0. If m ą 0, then there are i “ 1, . . . ,r, for which |ai| “ m;
assume there are k such ai’s (k ą 0), and let l be the sum of the heights of the rest, that
is, of all a j’s with |a j| ‰ m; by (2) we have

}a1}` ¨ ¨ ¨`}ar} ě k ¨m` l;

by the assumption we get mě k ¨m` l, from which we obtain k “ 1 and l “ 0; which
is exactly what we wanted.

3 Neighborhood mappings
By way of heuristics, we’d rather avoid working with the whole class of approximable
maps between two (coherent) information systems. The reason is that we would like
to spare ourselves the trouble of having to check after the fact if the maps that we used
were “finitary” enough. Instead, we concentrate on mappings that operate on finite sets
and seem to fit our setting more naturally. The notion of “neighborhood mapping” will
be our central tool in what follows, and clearly one could have a lot to ask about it, but
we will follow a lazy tactic; in this section we introduce the basics and later expand
only when we need to.

A neighborhood mapping from type ρ to type σ is a mapping f : Conρ Ñ Conσ .
Such a mapping is compatible (with equientailment) if f pU1q „σ f pU2q, whenever
U1 „ρ U2. It is entailment-preserving or monotone if U1 $ρ U2 implies f pU1q $σ

f pU2q, and consistency-preserving or just consistent if U1 —ρ U2 implies f pU1q —σ

f pU2q.
All three of the above notions are fundamental to our development. Compatibility

with equientailment is arguably a sine qua non, but, as should be expected, it is too
weak to ensure either monotonicity or consistency; for example the mapping from
ConB to ConB defined by

HB,t˚Bu ÞÑ tttu,

t˚B,ttu,tttu ÞÑ tffu,

t˚B,ffu,tffu ÞÑ tttu,

(recall that all algebras for us tacitly assume a nullary pseudoconstructor that has to be
accounted for) is compatible but neither monotone nor consistent. Furthermore, there
are consistent mappings that are not monotone, like the mapping from ConB to ConB
defined by

HB,t˚Bu ÞÑ tttu,

t˚B,ttu,tttu ÞÑ t˚Bu,

t˚B,ffu,tffu ÞÑ t˚Bu,

and, moreover, there are consistent mappings that are not even compatible (see example
below). Not surprisingly, monotone neighborhood mappings are the safest ones to work
with.

Lemma 3.1. Let f : Conρ Ñ Conσ be a neighborhood mapping.

9
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1. It is monotone if and only if it is compatible and f pU1YU2q $σ f pU1qY f pU2q

for every U1,U2 P Conρ with U1 —ρ U2.

2. If it is monotone, then it is also consistent.

Proof. For 1, assume that f is compatible and satisfies the above condition; let U1,U2 P

Conρ with U1 $ρ U2; then U1 „ρ U1YU2, and by compatibility f pU1q „σ f pU1YU2q,
so the assumption yields f pU1q $σ f pU2q. Conversely, assume that f is monotone;
then compatibility is immediate, and letting U1,U2 P Conρ with U1 —ρ U2, we have
U1YU2 $ρ Ui for i“ 1,2, so f pU1YU2q $ρ f pUiq, by monotonicity. The statement 2
follows immediately.

Example. At each type ρ , easy examples of neighborhood mappings are the identity
mapping id given by U ÞÑU , and the constant mappings given by U ÞÑU0 for any fixed
U0 P Conρ ; all of these are monotone.

Another example of a rather useful monotone mapping is the partial height map-
ping for nonparametric finitary base types. Consider the token mapping ph : TokDÑ
TokD given (intuitively) by phpaq :“ S|a|˚D, and extend it to neighborhoods by letting

HD ÞÑ t˚Du,

tUu ÞÑ tphpaq | a PUu.

An example of a consistent mapping that is not compatible would be the
rather crude detotalizing mapping for nonparametric finitary algebras, detotpUq :“
Uzta PU | a totalu (a is total in a nonparametric finitary base type if it does not involve
˚); by using such a mapping we don’t harm consistency, but we rather unwarrantedly
lose information, since tS˚D,S0u „D tS0u, but detotptS˚D,S0uq “ tS˚Du DHD “

detotptS0uq.

Ideals from neighborhood mappings

Despite the merits of monotonicity, it turns out that the weaker property of consistency
suffices for a neighborhood mapping, because it is exactly what we need to naturally
capture the notion of continuity for ideals.

Recall that an ideal is a possible infinite set of tokens that is (a) consistent, that is,
every two of its tokens are consistent to each other, and (b) deductively closed, that
is, if some finite part of it entails a token, then this token must also belong to it. The
idea of a neighborhood mapping f is obviously to achieve these two requirements by
appropriately working on the level of neighborhoods: intuitively, the (right-flattened)
graph of f should correspond to an ideal. To ensure that (a) holds, it is fitting that we
require consistency from f , but what about (b); should we require something more?
We show that we don’t.

Define the idealization f̂ of a neighborhood mapping f : Conρ Ñ Conσ to be the
token set

f̂ :“ txU,by P TokρÑσ | D
U1,...,UmPConρ

´

U $ρ

m
ď

j“1

U j^

m
ď

j“1

f pU jq $σ b
¯

u.

Note that the term
Ťm

j“1 f pU jq in the definition (which accounts for the essential non-
linearity of our setting) is implicitly required to be consistent—otherwise it wouldn’t
be allowed to appear on the left of an entailment.

Write xU,V y for txU,by | b PVu (in particular, xU,Hy “H).

10
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Proposition 3.2. Let ρ , σ be types, and f be a neighborhood mapping from ρ to σ .
Then f̂ is an ideal if and only if f is consistent.

Proof. Assume that f̂ is an ideal, and let U1,U2 PConρ , with U1 —ρ U2. Since Ui $ρ Ui

and f pUiq $σ f pUiq for each i “ 1,2, we have xUi, f pUiqy Ď f̂ , by the definition of
idealization, so the consistency of f̂ yields f pU1q —σ f pU2q, and f is consistent.

Now assume that f is consistent. For the consistency of f̂ , let xUi,biy P f̂ , with
U1 —ρ U2. By the definition of idealization there exist U11, . . .U1m1 ,U21, . . .U2m2 P

Conρ , such that

Ui $ρ

mi
ď

ji“1

Ui ji ^

mi
ď

ji“1

f pUi jiq $σ bi, (‹)

for each i “ 1,2. Since U1 and U2 are consistent, the propagation of consistency at
type ρ gives us

Ťm1
j1“1 U1 j1 —ρ

Ťm2
j2“1 U2 j2 , which in turn yields

Ťm1
j1“1 f pU1 j1q —σ

Ťm2
j2“1 f pU2 j2q, due to the consistency of f ; by the propagation at type σ we get b1 —σ

b2.
For the deductive closure of f̂ , let W Ď f̂ and xU,by P TokρÑσ be such that

W $ρÑσ xU,by. By the definition of entailment, there are xUi,biy PW , i “ 1, . . . ,n,
such that U $ρ

Ťn
i“1 Ui and tb1, . . . ,bnu $σ b. Now each xUi,biy is in f̂ , so there exist

neighborhoods Ui1, . . . ,Uimi , such that (‹) holds, but now for i “ 1, . . . ,n. By propa-
gation at ρ , all Ui ji ’s are consistent; moreover, the consistency of f ensures that all
f pUi jiq’s are consistent; then, by the transitivity of entailment, we have

U $ρ

n
ď

i“1

mi
ď

ji“1

Ui ji ^

n
ď

i“1

mi
ď

ji“1

f pUi jiq $σ b,

so xU,by P f̂ , by the definition.

Let us again note that not all ideals can be given by neighborhood mappings by way
of Proposition 3.2: a counterexample at typeNÑNwould be the “cototal” ideal given
by tx0,Sn˚y | n“ 0,1, . . .u (it is possible though to pair every ideal with a system of
monotone neighborhood mappings satisfying certain natural conditions, but we won’t
expand on this here as we won’t need it). Having stressed that, this result would justify
the term continuous for a consistent neighborhood mapping, but for reasons of clarity
we will refrain from using the term.

4 Normal forms
We mentioned in the introduction that the complexity of nonflat base types can become
unwieldy very early. To illustrate the point, consider the nonparametric finitary base
type N, where two neighborhoods are equivalent exactly when their highest tokens
coincide, for example tSS0,S˚u „N tSS0,SS˚,˚u. By an elementary combinatorial
argument we can see that the number of equivalent neighborhoods whose highest token
is some known a, is the number of all subsets of the set aztau; this means, for example,
that merely for the natural number 9 (that is, for the numeral SSSSSSSSS0), there are
already a thousand and twenty four equivalent neighborhood representations in the
model. It is clear that we could use canonical ways to spot neighborhoods with the
desired information, and work exclusively with them—one of these canonical forms
will indeed be the singleton form tau (for nonparametric finitary algebras).

11
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In our context we look at normal forms not so much as irreducible elements
in a rewriting system [6], but rather as values of special continuous neighborhood
endomappings. Let ρ be a type; a neighborhood mapping f : Conρ ÑConρ is a normal
form mapping (at type ρ) if f pUq „ρ U (preservation of information) and U1 „ρ U2
implies f pU1q “ f pU2q (uniqueness) for all U,U1,U2 P Conρ . By the first requirement,
it is clear that every normal form mapping is monotone, so by Lemma 3.1 also com-
patible and consistent. In this section we establish the following.

Theorem 4.1 (Normal forms). At every type there exists a normal form mapping.

We begin gently, by first discussing normal form mappings at nonparametric finitary
base types (§4.1). Then we develop a method of inducing normal forms at higher
types, provided we have normal forms at their lower types (Theorem 4.17). Finally, we
complete the picture by addressing the case of base types that may be infinitary or have
parameters (Theorem 4.25).

4.1 Normal forms at nonparametric finitary base types
There are four relatively simple normal forms at nonparametric finitary base types:
closures, suprema, paths, and trees. Of these, paths will prove essential in our study of
linearity in section 5.

Closures and suprema

Let ι be a nonparametric finitary algebra. Perhaps the normal forms that are easiest to
recognize in this case are given by the deductive closure and the supremum.

We defined the deductive closure in section 2. Define the supremum suppa,bq of
two consistent tokens a,b P Tokι inductively over their structure by

suppa,˚q “ supp˚,aq “ a,

suppCa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar,Cb1 ¨ ¨ ¨brq “Csuppa1,b1q ¨ ¨ ¨suppar,brq,

for every constructor C of arity r. Further, for a neighborhood U P Conι define its
supremum suppUq P Tokι by

suppHιq :“ ˚ι ,

supptauq :“ a,

suppta1, . . . ,amuq :“ supp¨ ¨ ¨suppa1,a2q ¨ ¨ ¨ ,amq.

Proposition 4.2 (Closure and supremum normal form). Let ι be a nonparametric fini-
tary base type. The mappings U ÞÑU and U ÞÑ tsuppUqu are normal form mappings
at type ι .

Proof. That the deductive closure provides a normal form is easy to show (recall that
in nonparametric finitary algebras deductive closures are finite). We show that the
supremum yields a normal form. We concentrate first on the case of two tokens a,b P
Tokι , where a—ι b. If one of them is trivial, say b“˚, then tsuppa,˚qu“ tau„ι ta,˚u.
If not, then a “ Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar and b “ Cb1 ¨ ¨ ¨br, with ai —ι bi for all i’s; the induction
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hypothesis is that tsuppai,biqu „ι tai,biu for all i’s, so we have

ta,bu “ tCa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar,Cb1 ¨ ¨ ¨bru

„ι Cta1,b1u ¨ ¨ ¨ tar,bru

„ι Ctsuppa1,b1qu ¨ ¨ ¨ tsuppar,brqu

“ tCsuppa1,b1q ¨ ¨ ¨suppar,brqu

“ tsuppa,bqu.

Now let U P Conι . If U “H then suppUq “ ˚. If U “ ta1, . . . ,amu then

U „ι tsuppa1,a2q,a3, . . . ,amu

„ι ¨ ¨ ¨

„ι tsupp¨ ¨ ¨suppa1,a2q ¨ ¨ ¨ ,amqu

“ tsuppUqu,

based on the previous.
As for uniqueness, if U1 „ι U2, then suppU1q „ι suppU2q by transitivity, and by

Lemma 2.4 we get suppU1q “ suppU2q.

We may write cl for U ÞÑU and lub for U ÞÑ tsuppUqu. In terms of cardinality, these
would be the biggest and the smallest normal forms respectively. In the following we
will see some interesting intermediate ones.

Paths

The common idea behind the following two normal forms is to consider the entailment
diagram of the closure of a given neighborhood, and then eliminate the cycles that
appear in it. What we have to show is that in doing so we won’t lose any information.

Call a P Tokι a path, and write a P Tokp
ι , if it is built inductively by the following

clauses:

• ˚ P Tokp
ι ;

• if C is a constructor and a P Tokp
ι , then CÝÑ̊aÝÑ̊ P Tokp

ι (where the vectors ÝÑ̊

may be empty).

For example, in the algebra D, the token B˚pS0q is a path, whereas B0pS˚q isn’t. The
choice of the name stems from the fact that a path’s deductive closure contains no cycles
(see Proposition 4.3.1 below). By convention, we write CÝÑ̊aiÝÑ̊, if we want to indicate
that ai possesses the i-th position in the arity of C, that is, that ai “ pCÝÑ̊aiÝÑ̊qpiq using
the notation of section 2.

Proposition 4.3. Let ι be a base type.

1. Let a P Tokp
ι and b1,b2 P Tokι . The following path comparability property holds:

if a$ι b1 and a$ι b2, then b1 $ι b2 or b2 $ι b1.

2. Let a P Tokp
ι and b P Tokι . If a$ι b, then b P Tokp

ι .

3. Let U P Con1
ι , and b P Tokp

ι . The following path linearity property holds: if
U $ι b then there exists an a PU, such that tau $ι b.

13
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Proof. For 1. By induction on a. If a“˚ then bm“˚ for both m“ 1,2. If a“CÝÑ̊aiÝÑ̊,
with ai P Tokp

ι , then for each m “ 1,2 we have bm “ CÝÑ̊bi
m
ÝÑ̊, with ai $ι bi

m. The
induction hypothesis yields bi

1 $ι bi
2 or bi

2 $ι bi
1, and the definition of entailment does

the rest.
For 2. By induction on the path a. If a“ ˚ then also b“ ˚. Let a“CÝÑ̊aiÝÑ̊, with

ai P Tokp
ι (for some i within the arity of C). If b “ ˚ then again we have it, otherwise

there exists a bi P Tokι such that b “ CÝÑ̊biÝÑ̊ and ai $ι bi; the induction hypothesis
yields bi P Tokp

ι , so b P Tokp
ι as well, by definition.

For 3. By induction on b. If b “ ˚ then any element of U will do (there is at least
one element since U is inhabited). If b“CÝÑ̊biÝÑ̊, with bi P Tokp

ι , then Uzt˚u has the
form tCÝÑa1 , . . . ,CÝÑamu, where ta1i, . . . ,amiu $ι bi, by the definition of entailment. By
the induction hypothesis there exists a j “ 1, . . . ,m, such that ta jiu $ι bi; it follows
that tCÝÑa ju $ι b.

A nice characterization of paths comes from the minimality of their size.

Proposition 4.4. A token a P Tokι is a path if and only if it has minimal size for its
height, that is, if |a| “ }a}.

Proof. From left to right, let a P Tokp
ι . By induction on the information of a. If a “

˚, then both its height and its size are zero by definition. If a “ CÝÑ̊bÝÑ̊ for some
constructor C and b P Tokp

ι , then the induction hypothesis gives that |b| “ }b} “ m for
some mě 0; by the definition of height and size we obtain |a| “ 1`m“ }a}.

For the other way around, let a be such that |a| “ }a} “ m for some m ě 0. We
perform induction on m. For m“ 0, we have a“ ˚, which is a path by definition. For
m`1ě 0, we have a“Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar with

m“maxt|a1| , . . . , |ar|u “ }a1}` ¨ ¨ ¨`}ar};

by Proposition 2.5.3, we have |ai| “ }ai}“: mi for all i“ 1, . . . ,r, and either m“mi“ 0,
so a “ CÝÑ̊, or else there is exactly one i such that mi ą 0, so a “ CÝÑ̊ai

ÝÑ̊, with
ai PTokp

ι by the induction hypothesis; in both cases we have a PTokp
ι by definition.

It turns out that paths facilitate a natural notion of “irredundant normal form” for
neighborhoods: these are normal forms U where every inhabited subneighborhood
is maximal within U , in the sense that it includes what it entails. If U P Conρ , its
maximal elements irrpUq are those tokens a PU , such that if a1 PU is some other token
with a1 $ρ a, then a1 „ρ a. Say that a neighborhood U is path reduced, and write
U P Conpr

ι , if every token in it is a path and is maximal in U . For example, tB00u and
tB0˚,B˚0,B˚˚u are not path reduced, but tB0˚,B˚0u is.

Proposition 4.5 (Irredundancy). If U P Conpr
ι , U0 Ď U is inhabited and a P U then

U0 $ι a implies a PU0.

Proof. Let U P Conpr
ι , U0 Ď U an inhabited subneighborhood, and a P U . Since U

consists of paths, Proposition 4.3.3 yields a single a1 PU0 such that a1 $ι a. But U is
reduced, so a1 “ a.

A path form of a neighborhood is an equivalent neighborhood that is path re-
duced; for example, the finite set tB0˚,B˚0u in D is a path form of both tB00u and
tB0˚,B˚0,B˚˚u.

Theorem 4.6 (Path normal form). Every neighborhood at a nonparametric finitary
base type has a unique path form.
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Proof. We consider first path forms for tokens a P Tokι (and thus cover the singleton
finite sets). Let pth : Tokι Ñ Finι be the mapping defined recursively by the clauses

pthpCq “ tCu for C nullary,

pthpCa1 ¨ ¨ ¨arq “

r
ď

i“1

C
ÝÑ
t˚upth˚paiq

ÝÑ
t˚u,

where pth˚paq :“ pthpaqzt˚u (we always have pth˚paq “ pthpaq, when a “ ˚). Note
the use of the constructor neighborhood mapping (or else, the “constructor applica-
tion”) in the inductive clause, and that in the first clause the pseudoconstructor ˚ is
counted in.

It is straightforward to see that if b P pthpaq then b P Tokp
ι . Such a b must also

be maximal: if a “ ˚, then also b “ ˚; otherwise a “ Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar and b “ CÝÑ̊aiÝÑ̊ for
some i “ 1, . . . ,r and ai P pthpaiq with ai “ ˚; assuming that there is a b1 P pthpaq,
such that b1 $ι b, it follows that b1 “Cb1 ¨ ¨ ¨bi ¨ ¨ ¨br, with bi $ι ai; by the construction
of pth and the induction hypothesis for pthpaiq, it must be b j “ ˚ for all j “ i, and
bi “ ai, so b1 “ b. We’ve shown then that pthpaq is path reduced for every a P Tokι .
The preservation of information follows from the induction hypotheses pthpaiq „ι taiu

for each i “ 1, . . . ,r, and the definition of entailment. As for uniqueness, it follows
immediately from Lemma 2.4, since a„ι b implies a“ b, so pthpaq “ pthpbq.

Moving on to neighborhoods U P Conι , we may set pthpUq :“ pthpsuppUqq; this
is a normal form mapping by the previous and Proposition 4.2.

Remark. In previous approaches to normal forms [26, 13], the restriction to nonsupe-
runary constructors and binary entailment made it possible to avoid paths and obtain a
normal form directly from the mapping U ÞÑ irrpUq, which was both “linear”, in the
sense that irrpUq $ b implied tau $ b for some a P irrpUq (see section 5), and irre-
dundant in the sense of Proposition 4.5. This mapping doesn’t work in the general
case of an algebra with superunary constructors and a full entailment predicate. Take
for example the neighborhood U “ tBB00˚,BB0˚0,BB˚00u, for which it already holds
that U “ irrpUq; this is neither linear (it entails BB000 with any two tokens, but not
with any single one of them) nor irredundant (for the subset U0 :“ tBB00˚,BB0˚0u we
have U0 $D BB˚00 but BB˚00 RU0, so it is not maximal within U). Moreover, even
if we restricted entailment to its binary version and we tried to find subsets of U that
do satisfy Proposition 4.5 and are themselves linear and irredundant, we would actu-
ally find three: every pair of tokens in U forms such a neighborhood; but there would
be no natural reason to prefer one over the other as a normal form in order to have
uniqueness.

Trees

From the path form of a neighborhood we can easily obtain its “tree form” by taking
atomic closures. Call a neighborhood U P Conι a (full) tree, and write U P Cont

ι , if for
every a PU we have a P Tokp

ι and a ĎU (the name is justified by Proposition 4.3.1).
For example, the neighborhood tB0˚,B˚0,B00u is no tree, but tB0˚,B˚0,B˚˚,˚u is,
consisting of the closures of the paths B0˚ and B˚0. So the root of the trees we con-
sider here is always ˚ (that’s why we think of them as “full”), while their leaves are
simply their tokens of maximal information. A tree form of a neighborhood is an
equivalent neighborhood that is a tree; for example, a tree-form of tB0˚,B˚0,B00u is
tB0˚,B˚0,B˚˚,˚u—actually, the only one.
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Proposition 4.7 (Tree normal form). Every neighborhood at a nonparametric finitary
base type has a unique tree form.

Proof. Let U P Conι . By Theorem 4.6 we can assume that U is path reduced. Set
trpUq :“

Ť

aPU a. It is clear by the construction that this is a tree. The preservation of
information and the uniqueness are both straightforward.

Remark. The tree form of a neighborhood can of course be generated without appeal
to its path form. For tokens we can first set

trpCa1 ¨ ¨ ¨arq :“ t˚uY
r
ď

i“1

tCÝÑ̊a0i
ÝÑ̊ | a0i P trpaiqu,

and then trpUq :“
Ť

aPU trpaq.

Example. At typeD, the singleton t0u has tree form t˚,0u, and the singleton tS1u has
tree form t˚,S˚,S1u. The singleton tBpS0qpS˚qu, which involves a binary construc-
tor, has tree form t˚,B˚˚,BpS˚q˚,BpS0q˚,B˚pS˚qu, and similarly the singleton BpS1q0

has tree form t˚,B˚˚,BpS˚q˚,BpS1q˚,B˚0u. The union of these tree forms yields the
following picture.
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4.2 Normal forms at higher types
In this section we turn to higher types built over arbitrary (not necessarily nonparamet-
ric and finitary) base types, for which we assume that we can find normal forms. We
will cover the latter in the next section, thus completing the general mutally inductive
argument.

If Θ P FinρÑσ is a finite set with Θ “txU j,b jy | j “ 1, . . . , lu, write LpΘq for
Ť

j U j
(notice that this is a flattening), and RpΘq for

Ť

jtb ju. Furthermore, recall that for
U P Conρ and ∆ P Finσ , we write xU,∆y for txU,by | b P ∆u; for nontrivial V 1’s we
have xU,V y $ρÑσ xU 1,V 1y if and only if U 1 $ρ U and V $σ V 1 (this is not true for
trivial ones, for example we have xtttu,0y $ xtffu,˚y at type BÑ N). Finally, we
write U P ConΓ for Γ P Finρ when U Ď Γ and U P Conρ .

Eigen-neighborhoods

Consider a neighborhood W “ txU j,b jy | j “ 1, . . . lu at some higher type ρ Ñ σ ,
which we apply to some information, say U , of type ρ . If this U is above U j and Uk for
some j,k “ 1, . . . l, then (a) U j and Uk must be consistent, and (b) both b j and bk will
belong to the value WU . Furthermore, if U is above U j, which in turn is above some
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other Uk, then (a) U must be above Uk as well, and (b) both b j and bk will again belong
to the value WU . These two basic facts regarding application motivate the definition of
the eigen-neighborhoods of W , EigW .

At a base type ι , we will use here the convention that the only eigen-neighborhoods
of a neighborhood U are Hι and U . At a higher type ρ Ñ σ , a neighborhood H is an
eigen-neighborhood of W P ConρÑσ if it is of the form H “ xU,V y and it features the
following properties of left and right closure:

U “UXLpW q ^ V “WUXRpW q.

Since the first requirement implies that U P ConLpWq, it is clear that EigW is a finite set
of neighborhoods for every W . Let us stress that the concept of eigen-neighborhoods
is not given inductively over types; in the following we concentrate on eigen-neighbor-
hoods at higher types, as it’s there where they prove essential.

Given W P ConρÑσ as above, every U P Conρ induces an eigen-neighborhood
WæU , the (eigen-)restriction of W to U , in the following natural way:

WæU :“
@

UXLpW q,WUXRpW q
D

;

the eigen-neighborhood WæU is basically the “support” of W with respect to U , that is,
the part of W that answers to the input U .7 The following are straightforward from the
definitions and the monotonicity of neighborhood application.

Lemma 4.8. Let ρ , σ be types and W P ConρÑσ .

1. For all U P Conρ , we have WU $σ b if and only if RpWæU q $σ b.

2. For all U,U 1 P Conρ , if U $ρ U 1 then PpWæU 1q Ď PpWæU q, where P stands for
L and R.

3. We have H P EigW if and only if H “WæLpHq.

Based on 3 above, we may establish an intuition of eigen-neighborhoods as “gen-
eralized tokens”. Write eig for the mapping U ÞÑ

Ť

EigU ; trivially U “ eigpUq for all
base-type U’s, whereas at higher types we have

eigpW q :“
ď

UPConLpWq

WæU “
ď

UPConLpWq

@

UXLpW q,WUXRpW q
D

.

We say that eigpUq is the eigenform of U , and if U “ eigpUq, we say that U is in
eigenform.

Example. Every base-type neighborhood is in eigenform, and every empty set HρÑσ

is in eigenform. As a further easy example, consider a trivial higher-type neighborhood
xU,t˚σuy, where we write ˚ρÑσ :“

@

t˚ρu,˚σ

D

; it is easy to see that every inhabited
eigen-neighborhood here has the form

@

U0XU,t˚σu
D

where U0 ĎU .
At type DÑD consider the neighborhood

W “ txtB0˚u,B˚1y ,xtB˚1u,B0˚y ,xtS˚u,S0y ,xtS0u,S˚yu.

Here LpW q “ RpW q “ tB0˚,B˚1,S˚,S0u. Letting U vary over ConLpWq, we get the
following table:

7Note that this is quite different than the more modest restriction of W to U , which would be just the
subneighborhood txU 1,by PW |U $ρ U 1u.
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UXLpW q WUXRpW q
H H

tB0˚u tB˚1u

tB˚1u tB0˚u

tB0˚,B˚1u tB˚1,B0˚u
tS˚u tS0u

tS0u tS0,S˚u
tS˚,S0u tS0,S˚u

It follows that

eigpW q “ txtB0˚u,B˚1y ,xtB˚1u,B0˚y ,xtB0˚,B˚1u,B˚1y ,xtB0˚,B˚1u,B0˚y ,

xtS˚u,S0y ,xtS0u,S0y ,xtS0u,S˚y ,xtS˚,S0u,S0y ,xtS˚,S0u,S˚yu

is the eigenform of W .

Proposition 4.9 (Eigenform). Let ρ and σ be types, and W,W1,W2 P ConρÑσ .

1. We have W „ρÑσ eigpW q. Moreover, Eig eigpWq “ EigW , therefore the mapping
eig is idempotent, that is, eigpeigpW qq “ eigpW q.

2. We have W1 $ρÑσ W2 if and only if for every H2 P EigW2 there exists an H1 P

EigW1 such that H1 $ρÑσ H2. Similarly, we have W1 —ρÑσ W2 if and only if for
all H1 P EigW1 and H2 P EigW2 we have H1 —ρÑσ H2.

Proof. For 1: Let W be a neighborhood at type ρ Ñ σ . From left to right, let xU,V y
be one of its eigen-neighborhoods. By the definition we have V “WU XRpW q, from
which we get that WU $σ V , that is, that W $ρÑσ xU,V y. For the other way around, let
xU,by PW . For the induced eigen-neighborhood WæU we have WæUU “WUXRpW q,
and b PWUXRpW q, so WæU $ρÑσ xU,by.

Before we deal with idempotence, let us notice that LpW q “ LpeigpW qq and RpW q “
RpeigpW qq. Indeed, for the first equality, if a P LpW q, then there is a xU,by PW , with
a P U ; then a P LpWæU q, where WæU P EigW , so a P LpeigpW qq; conversely, if a P
LpeigpW qq, then there is an H P EigW , such that a P LpHq, which means that a P LpW q
immediately. For the second equality, if b P RpW q, then there is a xU,by PW ; then
b P RpWæU q, where WæU P EigW , so b P RpeigpW qq; conversely, if b P RpeigpW qq, then
there’s an H P EigW , such that b P RpHq, which means that b P RpW q by the definition
of eigen-neighborhoods.

For idempotence, it suffices to show that both eigpW q and W share the same eigen-
neighborhoods. Let H “ xU,V y; by the definition of eigen-neighborhoods, we have
H P Eig eigpWq if and only if

U “UXLpeigpW qq ^ V “ eigpW qUXRpeigpW qq,

which, by the previous paragraphs (and the fact that W „ρÑσ W 1 implies WU „σ W 1U
for all W,W 1,U), holds if and only if

U “UXLpW q ^ V “WUXRpW q;

this conjunction yields by definition H P EigW .
For 2: Let W1,W2 P ConρÑσ . Concerning entailment, assume first that W1 $ρÑσ

W2, and let H2 P EigW2 ; by 1, it is clear that W1 $ρÑσ H2, and setting H1 :“W1æLpH2q
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we do get that H1 $ρÑσ H2. For the other way around, assuming that every eigen-
neighborhood of W2 is entailed by some neighborhood of W1, it follows that a part of
Ť

EigW1 suffices to entail all of
Ť

EigW2 , so 1 yields what we want.
Concerning consistency, we have W1 —ρÑσ W2 if and only if

Ť

EigW1 —ρÑσ
Ť

EigW2 thanks to 1; this holds exactly when H1 —ρÑσ H2 for all H1 P EigW1 and
H2 P EigW2 .

Note that although the property of idempotence justifies the use of the definite
article for the eigenform of a neighborhood, the mapping eig still does not yield normal
forms: two equivalent eigenforms are not necessarily equal, as one sees already at base
types. Its utility is rather that it rearranges and tidies up the information of the given
neighborhood by bringing it to a more explicit and manageable form. An example for
the latter is the use of the eigenform of a neighborhood W to easily obtain conservative
extensions: if H P EigW , then W „ρ W YWH for every WH P Conρ with H $ρ WH , a
simple technique that often helps at higher types.

Furthermore, Proposition 4.9.2 brings into light an implicit linear behavior of
higher-type entailment, since it says that single “generalized tokens” on the left suf-
fice, and anticipates the facts that we establish in section 5.1.

Eigen-irredundancy

Based on the intuition of eigen-neighborhoods as generalized tokens, we may establish
a form of a neighborhood, which is still no normal form, but at least does not feature
informationally redundant eigen-neighborhoods.

Write Eig i
W for the nontrivial eigen-neighborhoods of a given neighborhood W . If

H is a nontrivial eigen-neighborhood of W then RpHq is a nontrivial neighborhood.
Furthermore, entailment between nontrivial eigen-neighborhoods reduces (contravari-
antly) to componentwise inclusion.

Lemma 4.10. Let ρ , σ be types, W P ConρÑσ , and H1,H2 P Eig i
W be such that

H1 $ρÑσ H2. Then LpH1q Ď LpH2q and RpH2q Ď RpH1q. Moreover, we also have
RpH2q “ RpH1q.

Proof. Since H1 $ρÑσ H2, and they are nontrivial, we have LpH2q $ρ LpH1q and
RpH1q $σ RpH2q. The corresponding inclusions follow from the left and right clo-
sure properties that define eigen-neighborhoods. The last claim follows from the
monotonicity of application (see also Lemma 4.8.2): since LpH2q $ρ LpH1q, we have
WLpH2q $σ WLpH1q; then WLpH1qXRpW q ĎWLpH2qXRpW q, so RpH1q Ď RpH2q,
and we’re done.

Call W P ConρÑσ eigen-irredundant if it is in eigenform and each of its non-
trivial eigen-neighborhoods is maximal, that is, if H P Eig i

W , then for all H 1 P EigW
with H 1 $ρÑσ H, we have H 1 „ρÑσ H. Write Eig max

W for the set of maximal eigen-
neighborhoods of W . Trivial neighborhoods are already eigen-irredundant, since each
of their eigen-neighborhoods is maximal (being equivalent to the empty one). By
Lemma 4.10 it follows that in an eigen-irredundant neighborhood, if H, H 1 are nontriv-
ial and H 1 $ρÑσ H then H 1 “ H.

Lemma 4.11. Let ρ , σ be types. For every W PConρÑσ there exists an eigen-irredun-
dant W 1 P ConρÑσ , such that W „ρÑσ W 1.

Proof. Let W P ConρÑσ . We have W „ρÑσ

Ť

EigW , by Proposition 4.9.1. Then
W 1 :“

Ť

Eig max
W is an equivalent eigen-irredundant neighborhood.
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An eigen-irredundant equivalent of the neighborhood W that we considered in the
previous example is obtained by taking the union of all eigen-neighborhoods except
xtS0u,tS0,S˚uy and ttS˚,S0u,tS0,S˚uu, since they are not maximal. There are in
general several witnesses for the above lemma. One that we will be using a lot later
is provided by the mapping eirr : Conρ Ñ Conρ , defined by U ÞÑ

Ť

Eig max
U XEig i

U ,
which has the additional feature that, on trivial U’s, it keeps only the empty eigen-
neighborhood.

Proposition 4.12 (Eigencorrespondence). Let W1,W2 P ConρÑσ , and W1 be eigen-
irredundant. We have W1 „ρÑσ W2 if and only if for each H1 P EigW1 there is exactly
one H2 P EigW2 , up to equientailment, such that H2 „ρÑσ H1.

Proof. Assume that W1 „ρÑσ W2, and let H1 P EigW1 . By Proposition 4.9.2 there is an
H2 P EigW2 , such that H2 $ρÑσ H1 for which, in turn, there is an H 11 P EigW1 , such that
H 11 $ρÑσ H2. It follows that H 11 $ρÑσ H1, but W1 is eigen-irredundant, so H 11 “ H1,
and consequently H2 „ρÑσ H1. The uniqueness of H2 up to equientailment is clear.
As for the converse, it follows immediately from Proposition 4.9.2.

It follows that if both W1 and W2 are eigen-irredundant, then their eigen-neighborhoods
are in a one to one correspondence (up to equientailment); as we will soon see, this will
provide the crucial stepping stone towards our goal. Another nice property that follows
from eigencorrespondence is the next one.

Corollary 4.13. Let W1,W2 P ConρÑσ be eigen-irredundant. If W1 „ρÑσ W2 then
W1æU „ρÑσ W2æU for every U P Conρ .

Proof. Let U P Conρ . By Proposition 4.12, there is exactly one H P EigW1 , such that
H „ρÑσ W2æU . If H is trivial then W2æU is also trivial, therefore RpW2æU q is trivial at
type σ . Since W1 and W2 are equivalent, we get W1U „σ W2U by monotonicity of appli-
cation, and then RpW1æU q „σ RpW2æU q by the definition of restriction; by the transitiv-
ity of entailment we have that RpW1æU q is also trivial at type σ , which means that W1æU
is trivial at ρ Ñ σ . If H is nontrivial, then LpHq „ρ LpW2æU q and RpHq „σ RpW2æU q.
Now, on the one hand, since U $ρ LpW2æU q, we have U $ρ LpHq by transitivity,
so Lemma 4.8 (items 3 and 2) yields LpHq Ď LpW1æU q; on the other hand, since
W1 „ρÑσ W2, we have W1U „σ W2U , so RpW1æU q „σ RpW2æU q, by Lemma 4.8.1.
It follows that H $ρÑσ W1æU , but W1 is eigen-irredundant, so H “W1æU . This means
that W1æU „ρÑσ W2æU , so we’re done.

Eigenpowers of endomappings

Given two endomappings f : Conρ Ñ Conρ and g : Conσ Ñ Conσ , define their eigen-
power g f by

W ÞÑ
ď

HPEigW

x f pLpHqq,gpRpHqqy .

Obviously, this is not always a neighborhood mapping, in other words, it is not neces-
sarily consistently defined for all f and g; in general we have g f : ConρÑσ Ñ FinρÑσ .
A neighborhood mapping f : Conρ Ñ Conρ is called inflationary (or expansive) when
f pUq $ρ U and deflationary (or contractive) when U $ρ f pUq for U P Conρ .

Lemma 4.14. Let f and g be neighborhood endomappings at types ρ and σ respec-
tively. If f is inflationary and g is deflationary, then g f is a deflationary neighborhood
endomapping at type ρ Ñ σ . Dually, if f is deflationary, g inflationary, and g f consis-
tently defined, then g f is an inflationary neighborhood mapping at type ρ Ñ σ .
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Proof. Let W PConρÑσ and xU,by P g f pW q. By definition there exists some H PEigW
such that U “ f pLpHqq and b P gpRpHqq. The assumptions yield immediately H $ρÑσ

xU,by, so eigpW q $ρÑσ g f pW q, and from Proposition 4.9.1 we’re done. For the dual
case, which similarly leads to g f pW q $ρÑσ eigpW q, we just use the extra assumption
that g f pW q P ConρÑσ , and we’re done.

Since a normal form mapping is information-preserving, that is, simultaneously infla-
tionary and deflationary, it follows that the eigenpower of two normal form mappings
is also deflationary (hence consistently defined) and inflationary, in other words, itself
information-preserving.

Corollary 4.15. If f : Conρ ÑConρ and g : Conσ ÑConσ are information-preserving,
then so is g f : ConρÑσ Ñ ConρÑσ .

To achieve a normal form, according to the definition, we additionally need to
collapse every equientailment class of neighborhoods to a singleton, but the eigenpower
construction alone does not ensure this. To see why, consider at type N Ñ B the
neighborhoods W1 :“ txtS˚u,ttyu and W2 :“ txtS0u,tty ,xtS˚u,ttyu, for which we
have W1 „W2; the corresponding eigen-neighborhoods are easily seen to be HNÑB

and xtS˚u,tttuy for W1 and HNÑB, xtS˚u,tttuy, and xtS0,S˚u,tttuy for W2; now
using, say, the normal form mappings lubB and lubN, we get

lublubNB pW1q “ txt˚Nu,˚By ,xtS˚u,ttyu

but
lublubNB pW2q “ txt˚Nu,˚By ,xtS˚u,tty ,xtS0u,ttyu.

Proposition 4.16. Let f and g be normal form mappings at types ρ and σ respectively.
Then their eigenpower is a normal form mapping at type ρ Ñ σ , when restricted to
eigen-irredundant neighborhoods.

Proof. As we already mentioned above, by Lemma 4.14 we have g f pW q „ρÑσ W
for every W P ConρÑσ (even for redundant ones), so there remains to show that for
any eigen-irredundant W1,W2 P ConρÑσ that satisfy W1 „ρÑσ W2, we have g f pW1q “

g f pW2q. So let W1 and W2 be two such neighborhoods. By Proposition 4.12 we know
that every equientailment class of eigen-neighborhoods of W1 corresponds to exactly
one equientailment class of eigen-neighborhoods of W2; under f and g, which are
normal form mappings, each such class collapses to a singleton, so we obtain

ď

H1PEigW1

x f pLpH1qq,gpRpH1qqy “ρÑσ

ď

H2PEigW2

x f pLpH2qq,gpRpH2qqy ,

and therefore g f pW1q “ g f pW2q.

Theorem 4.17 (Normal forms for function spaces). If there exist normal form map-
pings at types ρ and σ respectively, then there exists a normal form mapping at type
ρ Ñ σ .

Proof. Let f and g be normal form mappings at types ρ and σ respectively. From
Proposition 4.16 and the fact that eirr is a witness for Lemma 4.11 we immediately
have that the composition g f ˝ eirr is a normal form mapping at type ρ Ñ σ .

Note that different choices of normal forms at the constituent types result in different
normal forms at the higher type. In view of the smooth behavior of the eigenpower on
eigen-irredundant neighborhoods, we will always bundle together the composition of
eigenpower and eirr, and—for want of a better notation—write f g instead of g f ˝ eirr.
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4.3 Normal forms at arbitrary base types
In section §4.1 we examined nonparametric finitary algebras, which are in a sense pure,
in that their elements are constructed inductively but independently of other types. In
general, though, the algebras that we use may be mixed, that is, they may depend on
other given types, just like higher types do. This mixing forces us to discuss normal
forms at arbitrary base types in a more modular way.

Suppose for example that we are interested in the algebra

A“ µξ pξ ,ξ Ñ ξ ,τ Ñ pNÑ ξ q Ñ ξ q,

which we can think of as a variation ofOwhere the limit constructor is parametrized by
values in τ (officially, we should have written Apτq). Assuming that we already have
a normal form mapping nfN and that we can readily provide a normal form mapping
nfτ every time τ is specified, it seems canonical to try and construct a normal form
mapping nfA by pattern-matching, or by recursion onA, loosely as follows:

nfApt˚Auq :“U˚ for a fixed U˚ P ConA,
nfApt0Auq :“U0 for a fixed U0 P ConA,
nfApSAUq :“ SAnfApUq,

nfApLAUW q :“ LAnfτpUqnfNÑApW q.

To this end we need to develop the theory of neighborhood mappings in a fairly straight-
forward but nonetheless much more careful and detailed manner.

Products, sums, and compositions of neighborhood mappings

We first turn to the case of neighborhood mappings that accept arguments from various
types, either at once (product types), or by case distinction (sum types).

Define the (separated) sum and the lifted product of two finite sets A and B to be
the sets

A`B :“ t#`uYpt0uˆAqYpt1uˆBq,

AˆB :“ t#ˆuYAˆB,

respectively, where #` and #ˆ are new symbols to both A and B. The following is
straightforward to check.

Lemma 4.18. Let ρ and σ be two types. We have

Con1
ρ ˆCon1

σ » Con1
ρˆσ and Conρ `Conσ » Con1

ρ`σ .

Proof. An isomorphism pair for products is given by

Con1
ρ ˆCon1

σ ãÑ Con1
ρˆσ ,

#ˆ ÞÑ t˚ρˆσu,

pUρ ,V σ q ÞÑ tpa,bq | a PU^b PVu,

Con1
ρˆσ ãÑ Con1

ρ ˆCon1
σ ,

t˚ρˆσu ÞÑ #ˆ,
tpai,biq | i“ 1, . . . ,mu ÞÑ ptai | i“ 1, . . . ,mu,tbi | i“ 1, . . . ,muq,
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and for sums by

Conρ `Conσ ãÑ Con1
ρ`σ ,

#` ÞÑ t˚ρ`σu,

pi,Uq ÞÑ

#

IρU if i“ 0,
IσU if i“ 1,

Con1
ρ`σ ãÑ Conρ `Conσ ,

t˚ρ`σu ÞÑ #`,

IτU ÞÑ

#

p0,Uq if τ “ ρ,

p1,Uq if τ “ σ .

The details are straightforward.

This lemma is useful in two ways. Firstly, it shows how all notions and argu-
ments concerning general neighborhood mappings carry over automatically to the cases
where a neighborhood mapping takes vectors as arguments or is defined by cases. Sec-
ondly, it allows us a certain degree of sloppiness when writing down mappings on
several arguments, a freedom that we readily exploit.

To comment on the handling of empty neighborhoods, as we will see, the main rea-
son of introducing mappings defined on product types it to facilitate an interplay with
constructor application, where empty neighborhoods are not allowed anyway; never-
theless, we can of course consider mappings that assign values to empty arguments,
but we just have to keep in mind that Lemma 4.18 will not apply unless we restrict the
domain to inhabited neighborhoods (in what follows we will try to avoid this nitpicking
attitude). On the other hand, when we define a neighborhood-mapping f on a sum type
ρ`σ , we may in general define it also on the empty neighborhood, with a reasonable
demand in this case being that f pHρ`σ q „ f pt˚ρ`σuq.

Examples. Typical examples of mappings defined on a product are the projection
neighborhood mappings pri : Conρ1ˆρ2 ÑConρi , defined by pU1,U2q ÞÑUi for i“ 1,2,
and similarly for larger products (note already that we sloppily wrote pU1,U2q instead
of TU1U2). A further natural example comes from the application between neighbor-
hoods: for types ρ and σ , the application neighborhood mapping ¨ : ConpρÑσqˆρ Ñ

Conσ is given by pW,Uq ÞÑWU ; as we mentioned already, again in section 2, this
mapping is also monotone. An example for sums would be a mapping f : Con1

ρ`σ Ñ

Con1
ρ`σ with U ÞÑUρ if U PConρ and U ÞÑUσ if U PConσ , for some fixed Uρ PConρ

and Uσ P Conσ —but soon we will see a less naive example (again, we were sloppy
when we wrote “U ÞÑUρ if U P Conρ ” instead of “IρU ÞÑUρ ”).

We will need a way to combine given mappings into a single mapping over the
product or sum of the respective given types. Let ρm, σm, ρl , and σ be types for m “
1, . . . ,n, l “ 1, . . . ,k. The product of the neighborhood mappings fm : Conρm Ñ Conσm

is the neighborhood mapping f1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆ fn : Conρ1ˆ¨¨¨ˆρn Ñ Conσ1ˆ¨¨¨ˆσn given by

pU1, . . . ,Unq ÞÑ p f1pU1q, . . . , fnpUnqq,

H,t˚u ÞÑ t˚u,

for all Um PConρm . To define a notion of sum for mappings, we will use the component
form (see “Information systems as interpretations of types” in section 2) of a base-type
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neighborhood, to use in the various clauses of sum definitions: if ι is some algebra and
U P Conι , we simply set cfpUq :“ t˚ιu if U „ι t˚ιu, and cfpUq :“ CUp1q ¨ ¨ ¨Uprq if
there is some Ca1 ¨ ¨ ¨ar PU (with Upiq being the i-th component neighborhood of U).
Now the sum of the mappings fl : Conρl Ñ Conσ , for l “ 1, . . . ,k, is the neighborhood
mapping f1`¨¨ ¨` fk : Conρ1`¨¨¨`ρk Ñ Conσ given by

U ÞÑ

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

f1pU0q, cfpUq “ I1U0,
...

fkpU0q, cfpUq “ IkU0,

Kσ , cfpUq “ t˚u,

for all U P Conρ1`¨¨¨`ρk , where Kι :“ t˚ιu for every algebra ι and Kσ :“Hσ for every
other type σ ; note that the use of the symbol “K” here refers to a neighborhood, and
not to an ideal as in section 2. For reasons of typographical economy we may also use
the notations

ś

m fm and
ř

l fl , respectively.8

Lemma 4.19. A product neighborhood mapping is compatible (respectively, monotone
or consistent) if and only if each one of its component neighborhood mappings is com-
patible (respectively, monotone or consistent). The same holds for a sum neighborhood
mapping.

Proof. For monotonicity in the product case, without harming generality let
pU1, . . . ,Umq,pU 11, . . . ,U

1
mq P Conρ1ˆ¨¨¨ˆρm be such that pU1, . . . ,Umq $ρ1ˆ¨¨¨ˆρm

pU 11, . . . ,U
1
mq. The value p f1ˆ ¨¨ ¨ˆ fmqpU1, . . . ,Umq is by definition equal to the vec-

tor p f1pU1q, . . . , fmpUmqq, which, by the assumption and the definition of entailment
at product types, entails in σ1ˆ ¨¨ ¨ ˆσm the vector p f1pU 11q, . . . , fmpU 1mqq; but this is
exactly the value p f1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆ fmqpU1, . . . ,Umq, as we wanted. Compatibility and consis-
tency are shown similarly.

Let’s show consistency for the sum case. Let U,U 1 P Con1
ρ1`¨¨¨`ρk

be such that
U —ρ1`¨¨¨`ρk U 1. By the definition of consistency at sum types, and without harming
generality, U and U 1 must draw from the same constituent type, say cfpUq “ IlU0 and
cfpU 1q “ IlU 10, and satisfy U0 —ρl U 10; by assumption, the respective mapping fl is con-
sistent, so flpU0q —σ flpU 10q, therefore p f1`¨¨ ¨` fkqpUq —σ p f1`¨¨ ¨` fkqpU 1q. The
argument works backwards in an analogous way, and the arguments for monotonicity
and compatibility work similarly.

Let us lastly officially address the case of composition, which we actually already
tacitly used in Theorem 4.17. Let ρ , σ , τ be types, and f : Conτ Ñ Conσ , g : Conρ Ñ

Conτ be neighborhood mappings. As expected, the composition f ˝g : Conρ Ñ Conσ

is defined by
U ÞÑ f pgpUqq

for every U P Conρ .

Lemma 4.20. Let ρ , σ , τ be types. If f : Conτ Ñ Conσ and g : Conρ Ñ Conτ are
compatible (respectively, monotone or consistent) then their composition f ˝ g is also
compatible (and respectively, monotone or consistent).

8Following category-theoretical conventions [3], we should perhaps use “r f1, . . . , fks” instead of “ f1`

¨¨ ¨ ` fk”—which would rather stand for a mapping of the sort Conρ1`¨¨¨`ρk Ñ Conσ1`¨¨¨`σk , the “co-
product” of fl : Conρl Ñ Conσl for every l “ 1, . . . ,k. In the present framework though we do not have to
thematize the latter notion, so we indulge our need for typographical convenience without risking clarity.
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Proof. Let U,U 1 P Conρ . For consistency, if U —ρ U 1, then gpUq —τ gpU 1q by the
consistency of g, and f pgpUqq —σ f pgpU 1qq by the consistency of f . Monotonicity and
compatibility are shown in the same way.

Eigenpowers of general neighborhood mappings

We already defined the eigenpower between two neighborhood endomappings in sec-
tion 4.2, and here we generalize this operation for general mappings. Let ρ1, ρ2, σ1,
and σ2 be types, and f : Conρ1 Ñ Conρ2 , g : Conσ1 Ñ Conσ2 two neighborhood map-
pings. The eigenpower of f and g is the mapping g f : Conρ1Ñσ1 Ñ Finρ2Ñσ2 given
by

W ÞÑ
ď

HPEigW

x f pLpHqq,gpRpHqqy

for every W P Conρ1Ñσ1 . As was the case with eigenpowers of endomappings, the
eigenpower in general need not produce a consistent set.

To work out a criterion for consistency in view of the governing contravariance,
and since the notions of inflationary and deflationary mappings don’t apply anymore as
in Lemma 4.14, it helps to consider, along consistency-preserving neighborhood map-
pings, also inconsistency-preserving ones: a neighborhood mapping f : Conρ Ñ Conσ

is called consistency-reflecting if f pU1q —σ f pU2q implies U1 —ρ U2 for all U1,U2 P

Conρ . Apparent but important examples of consistency-reflecting mappings are iden-
tity mappings as well as normal form mappings, and more generally all information-
preserving mappings.

Lemma 4.21. Let f : Conρ1 Ñ Conρ2 and g : Conσ1 Ñ Conσ2 be two neighborhood
mappings. If f is consistency-reflecting and g is consistency-preserving, then g f is a
neighborhood mapping.

Proof. Let W P Conρ1Ñσ1 and xU1,b1y ,xU2,b2y P g f pW q with U1 —ρ2 U2. By the
definition of eigenpower there exist inhabited eigen-neighborhoods H1, H2 of W ,
such that Ui “ f pLpHiqq and bi P gpRpHiqq for each i “ 1,2. So U1 —ρ2 U2 means
f pLpH1qq —ρ2 f pLpH2qq, which implies LpH1q —ρ1 LpH2q since f is consistency-
reflecting; since W is a neighborhood we get RpH1q —σ1 RpH2q, and the consistency of
g yields gpRpH1qq —σ2 gpRpH2qq, which finally gives us b1 —σ2 b2, as we wanted.

As in the case of endomappings, also here it makes sense to write f g for g f ˝

eirr, where f : Conρ1 Ñ Conρ2 and g : Conσ1 Ñ Conσ2 , meaning that we perform the
eigenpower operation after we have brought the initial (ρ1 Ñ σ1)-neighborhood to an
equivalent eigen-irredundant form.

Lemma 4.22. Let ρ1, ρ2, σ1, and σ2 be types, and f : Conρ1 Ñ Conρ2 , g : Conσ1 Ñ

Conσ2 two neighborhood mappings. The following hold.

1. If f and g are compatible then so is f g.

2. If f is consistency-reflecting and g consistency-preserving, then f g is consisten-
cy-preserving.

3. If f and g are monotone, then so is f g.

Proof. The mapping eirr is information-preserving by Lemma 4.11, so it is a fortiori
monotone, consistency-preserving, and compatible. Furthermore, by Lemma 4.20,
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composition preserves compatibility, consistency, and monotonicity, so it suffices to
show the lemma for the mapping g f applied to two eigen-irredundant neighborhoods
W1,W2 P Conρ1Ñσ1 .

For compatibility, assume that W1 „ρ1Ñσ1 W2. By eigencorrespondence (Proposi-
tion 4.12), every H1 P EigW1 has exactly one equivalent H2 P EigW2 , and vice versa. If
H1 and H2 are such, then by compatibility of f and g we have

f pLpH1qq „ρ2 f pLpH2qq^gpRpH1qq „σ2 gpRpH2qq,

from which we get

x f pLpH1qq,gpRpH1qqy „ρ2Ñσ2 x f pLpH2qq,gpRpH2qqy

so g f pW1q „ρ2Ñσ2 g f pW2q by the definition of eigenpower. For consistency, the argu-
ment is analogous to the one of the proof of Lemma 4.21. Finally, for monotonicity,
assume that W1 $ρ1Ñσ1 W2, and let H2 P EigW2 ; there is some H1 P EigW1 such that
H1 $ρ1Ñσ1 H2, which means that

LpH2q $ρ1 LpH1q^RpH1q $σ1 RpH2q

(here we assume without loss of generality that H2 is nontrivial); by the monotonicity
of both f and g we get

f pLpH2qq $ρ2 f pLpH1qq^gpRpH1qq $σ2 gpRpH2qq,

which is sufficient to yield what we want.

Recursive mappings

Consider an algebra ι “ µξ pκ1, . . . ,κkq, where the l-th constructor type κl is

ÝÑ
τl Ñ pÝÑρ1l Ñ ξ q Ñ ¨¨ ¨ Ñ pÝÑρnl l Ñ ξ q Ñ ξ

for l “ 1, . . . ,k. For each l write κ̃lpσq for

sτlˆpĎρ1l Ñ σqˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆpĚρnl l Ñ σq,

where σ may be any type. Here we use the bar notation for products of types: sρ

means ρ1ˆ¨¨ ¨ˆρm for m ą 0 and U for m “ 0. In particular, in the case of a nullary
constructor, the degenerate product type that emerges as κ̃lpσq, is just U. Now call
construction type (from ι to σ ), and write ι̃pσq for

κ̃1pσq` ¨ ¨ ¨` κ̃kpσq;

in case σ is ι we just write ι̃ .

Lemma 4.23. Let ι be an algebra. There exist neighborhood mappings dstι : Conι Ñ

Conι̃ and cstι : Conι̃ Ñ Conι such that

pcstι ˝dstιqpUq „ι U^pdstι ˝ cstιqpŨq „ι̃ Ũ ,

for every U P Conι and every Ũ P Conι̃ .
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Proof. Define

dstιpUq :“

#

t˚ι̃u, cfpUq “ t˚ιu,

IlU1, cfpUq “ClU0,

cstιpŨq :“

#

t˚ιu, cfpŨq “ t˚ι̃u,

ClŨ1, cfpŨq “ IlŨ0

(recall that, if C is nullary, then CV means that V is an empty vector, and that the
resulting neighborhood is just tCu). It is easy to check that these do what we want
them to do.

We say that a mapping f is defined by recursion on ι , or just that it is recursive, if
f : Conι Ñ Finσ , and for each l “ 1, . . . ,k there are mappings

gl : Conκ̃lpσqÑ Finσ , g
sτl : Con

sτl Ñ Con
sτl , g

Ęρml l : Con
Ęρml l Ñ Con

Ęρml l ,

such that

f “
`

k
ÿ

l“1

gl ˝g
sτl ˆ

nl
ź

ml“1

g
Ęρml l f

˘

˝dstι , (R)

whereˆ binds stronger than ˝. Notice how dst operates as a selector, sending the input
to the appropriate constructor, and also that a mapping with the unit type as source type
morally stands for a constant of the target type.

It is crucial for our purposes that a recursive mapping be allowed to not be con-
sistently defined in general. For example, if some of the mappings g

Ęρml l do not reflect
consistency, the preservation of consistency for f is in question. Another reason is that
one of our basic building blocks for such recursions is the union f1Y f2 : Conρ Ñ Finσ

of two neighborhood mappings f1, f2 : Conρ Ñ Conσ , defined by

U ÞÑ f1pUqY f2pUq.

Obviously, this is consistently defined only when the two neighborhood mappings are
mutually consistent, that is, such that f1pUq —σ f2pUq for every U P Conρ ; an obvious
characterization of mutual consistency in the case of mappings defined on an algebra
ι given by k constructors, is that they are mutually consistent at each constructor,
meaning that f1pUq —σ f2pUq for U „ι t˚ιu as well as f1pClUq —σ f2pClUq for U P

Conκ̃lpιq, l “ 1, . . . ,k.

Examples. All four normal form mappings that we already encountered in section 4.1
(the case being a nonparametric finitary algebra ι “ µξ pκ1, . . . ,κkq) are recursive in the
above sense. Indeed, we can see each of them as an instance of a mapping nfι : Conι Ñ

Conι with

nfι “
`

k
ÿ

l“1

gl ˝

nl
ź

ml“1

nfι

˘

˝dstι

for appropriate gl : Conκ̃lpιq Ñ Conι , l “ 1, . . . ,k. In particular, these gl would be
defined by

pU1, . . . ,Unl q ÞÑClU1 ¨ ¨ ¨Unl ,

pU1, . . . ,Unl q ÞÑ t˚ιuYClU1 ¨ ¨ ¨Unl
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for the supremum and the closure mapping respectively, and by

pU1, . . . ,Unl q ÞÑ

nl
ď

ml“1

Cl
ÝÝÑ
t˚ιuUml

ÝÝÑ
t˚ιu,

pU1, . . . ,Unl q ÞÑ t˚ιuY

nl
ď

ml“1

Cl
ÝÝÑ
t˚ιuUml

ÝÝÑ
t˚ιu

for the path and the tree mappings respectively.
Similarly, we can view the partial height mapping as a recursive mapping phι :

Conι Ñ ConN (with ι being finitary), given by

phι “
`

k
ÿ

l“1

gl ˝

nl
ź

ml“1

phι

˘

˝dstι

where the gl’s are given by

pU1, . . . ,Unl q ÞÑ tS˚NuYS
`

nl
ď

ml“1

Uml

˘

,

for l ą 0. Notice that these gl’s are in themselves not necessarily consistently defined,
but their composition with phι trivially ensures the overall consistency.

Proposition 4.24. Let f : Conι Ñ Finσ be a recursive mapping given by the equa-
tion (R). If the mappings gl are consistently defined for l “ 1, . . . ,k, then so is f .
Furthermore:

1. if the mappings gl , g
sτl , and g

Ęρml l are compatible, then so is f ;

2. if the mappings gl and g
sτl are consistency-preserving and g

Ęρml l are consistency-
reflecting, then f is consistency-preserving;

3. if the mappings gl , g
sτl , and g

Ęρml l are monotone, then so is f .

Proof. All statements are easy to accept by mere inspection of (R), based on
Lemma 4.19, Lemma 4.20, and Lemma 4.22. We will nevertheless elaborate a bit,
just to get a feeling of how one should perform induction on this equation.

For the first statement, assume that all gl’s are consistently defined (that is, neigh-
borhood mappings), and let U P Conι . In case cfpUq “ t˚ιu, we have f pUq “ Kσ

by the definition of the sum of neighborhood mappings, and of course Kσ P Conσ for
any type σ . In case cfpUq “ ClU0U1 ¨ ¨ ¨Unl for some l “ 1, . . . ,k, with U0 P Con

sτl
and Uml P Con

Ęρml lÑι for ml “ 1, . . . ,nl , we have: (a) g
sτl pU0q “ V0 P Con

sτl , (b)

p
g
Ęρml l f qpUml q “ Vml P Con

Ęρml lÑσ by the induction hypothesis for every ml , and then
(c) f pUq “ glpV0,V1, . . . ,Vnl q P Conσ by the assumption.

Let’s see the argument for the preservation of consistency (the other arguments
are carried out similarly). Let U,U 1 P Conι be such that U —ι U 1. If, say, cfpU 1q “
t˚ιu, then f pUq —σ Kσ “ f pU 1q. Otherwise, there will be an l between 1 and k, and
neighborhoods U0,U1, . . . ,Unl and U 10,U

1
1, . . . ,U

1
nl

of the appropriate types, such that
cfpUq “ClU0U1 ¨ ¨ ¨Unl and cfpU 1q “ClU 10U 11 ¨ ¨ ¨U

1
nl

, with

U0 —sτl U 10^
nl

@
ml“1

Uml —Ęρml lÑι U 1ml
;
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assuming that every g
sτl preserves and every g

Ęρml l reflects consistency, and together with
the induction hypothesis that f preserves the consistency of the arguments at hand, we
get

g
sτl pU0q —sτl g

sτl pU
1
0q^

nl

@
ml“1

p
g
Ęρml l f qpUml q —Ęρml lÑσ p

g
Ęρml l f qpU 1ml

q;

assuming further that gl preserves consistency, we get

glpgsτl pU0q, . . . ,p
g
Ęρml l f qpUml q, . . .q —σ glpgsτl pU

1
0q, . . . ,p

g
Ęρml l f qpU 1ml

q, . . .q,

so f pUq —σ f pU 1q, as we wanted.

We are now ready to prove the normal form theorem for the general case of base
types.

Theorem 4.25 (Normal forms for base types). Let ι “ µξ pκ1, . . . ,κkq be an arbitrary
base type and l “ 1, . . . ,k. If g

sτl : Con
sτl Ñ Con

sτl and g
Ęρml l : Con

Ęρml l Ñ Con
Ęρml l are

normal form mappings and gl : Conκ̃lpιqÑ Finι are consistently defined and such that

glpU0,U1, . . . ,Unl q „ι ClU0U1 ¨ ¨ ¨Unl , (A)

for all U0,U 10,U1,U 11, . . . ,Unl ,U
1
nl

of appropriate types, then the recursive mapping de-
fined by the equation (R) is a normal form mapping at type ι .

Proof. By Proposition 4.24, such an f is consistently defined. We have to show that it
preserves information and identifies equivalent neighborhoods (uniqueness).

To show the preservation of information, let U P Conι . In case cfpUq “ t˚ιu we
have f pUq “ t˚ιu „ι U . In case cfpUq “ClU0U1 ¨ ¨ ¨Unl for some l and U0,U1, . . . ,Unl
of appropriate types, we have

f pUq “ glpgsτl pU0q,p
g
Ěρ1l f qpU1q, . . . ,p

g
Ěρnl l f qpUnl qq

p‹q
„ι glpU0,U1, . . . ,Unl q

(A)
„ι ClU0U1 ¨ ¨ ¨Unl

„ι U,

where at step p‹q we used the preservation of information of g
sτl and

g
Ęρml l f for ml “

1, . . . ,nl (here is where we need the induction hypothesis for the arguments at hand), as
well as the compatibility of gl in nontrivial arguments, which in turn follows from (A):
if U,U 1 P Conκ̃lpιq are such that U „κ̃lpιq U 1, then

glpUq
(A)
„ι ClU „ι ClU 1

(A)
„ι glpU 1q,

as we wanted.
Now let U,U 1 P Conι be such that U „ι U 1. In case both neighborhoods are triv-

ial, we have f pU1q “ t˚ιu “ f pU2q. In case they’re not, there will be an l “ 1, . . . ,k
and neighborhoods U0,U 10,U1,U 11, . . . ,Uml ,U

1
ml

of appropriate types, such that cfpUq “
ClU0U1 ¨ ¨ ¨Unl and cfpU 1q “ClU 10U 11 ¨ ¨ ¨U

1
nl

, as well as

U0 „sτl U 10^
nl

@
ml“1

Uml l „Ęρml lÑι U 1ml l ;
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by the uniqueness property of g
sτl and

g
Ęρml l f for ml “ 1, . . . ,nl (here again we need the

induction hypothesis for the arguments at hand), we get

g
sτl pU0q “ g

sτl pU
1
0q^

nl

@
ml“1

p
g
Ęρml l f qpUml q “ p

g
Ęρml l f qpU 1ml

q;

then we immediately get

glpU0,U1, . . . ,Unl q “ glpU 10,U
1
1, . . . ,U

1
nl
q,

so f pUq “ f pU 1q, as we wanted.

This indeed concludes our study of normal forms, since the general statement of The-
orem 4.1, which we promised, is a direct corollary of Theorems 4.25 and 4.17.

Example. For the algebra O of ordinal numbers we have κ̃1pOq “U, κ̃2pOq “O, and
κ̃3pOq “NÑ O, so its construction type is Õ “ U`O`pNÑ Oq, and the general
form of a recursive normal form mapping on O is

nfO “ pg1`g2 ˝nfO`g3 ˝
nfNnfOq ˝dstO,

with nfN : ConN Ñ ConN a normal form mapping on N, and g1 : ConU Ñ ConO,
g2 : ConOÑ ConO, g3 : ConNÑOÑ ConO satisfying the following:

@
UPConU

g1pUq „O t0Ou,

@
UPConO

g2pUq „O SOU,

@
WPConNÑO

g3pW q „O LOW

(we keep in mind that the notations LpW q and LOW stand for different things!). Let’s
choose the easy ones:

nfNpUq :“ lubNpUq, g1pUq :“ t0Ou, g2pUq :“ SOU, g3pW q :“ LOW.

Now consider the neighborhood

U “ t˚O,Lxt0N,˚Nu,S˚Oy ,Lxt0Nu,SLxt0Nu,0Oyy ,
LxtSS˚N,S˚N,SSS0Nu,SS˚Oy ,LxtSSS˚N,SS˚Nu,SSS0Oyu.

We have dstOpUq “ I3W , with

W “ txt0N,˚Nu,S˚Oy ,xt0Nu,SLxt0Nu,0Oyy ,
xtSS˚N,S˚N,SSS0Nu,SS˚Oy ,xtSSS˚N,SS˚Nu,SSS0Oyu,

so the computation of the normal form begins with the selection of the third branch of
its definition, and we get

nfOpUq “ g3p
nfNnfOpW qq “ g3pnf

nfN
O peirrpW qqq. (3)

We need to determine the maximal eigen-neighborhoods of W , for which

LpW q “ t0N,˚N,SS˚N,S˚N,SSS0N,SSS˚Nu,

RpW q “ tS˚O,SLxt0Nu,0Oy ,SS˚O,SSS0Ou;

letting U 1 P ConLpWq, the following table sums up the results of the relevant computa-
tions:
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U 1XLpW q WU 1XRpW q Eig max
W

HN HO

t˚Nu HO

t0N,˚Nu tSLxt0Nu,0Oy ,S˚Ou X
tS˚N,˚Nu HO

tSS˚N,S˚N,˚Nu HO

tSSS˚N,SS˚N,S˚N,˚Nu tSSS0O,SS˚O,S˚Ou X
tSSS0N,SSS˚N,SS˚N,S˚N,˚Nu tSSS0O,SS˚O,S˚Ou

Since

lubNpt0N,˚Nuq “ t0Nu,

lubNptSSS˚N,SS˚N,S˚N,˚Nuq “ tSSS˚Nu,

the computation (3) continues as

nfOpUq “ g3
`

xt0Nu,nfOptSLxt0Nu,0Oy ,S˚Ouqy

YxtSSS˚Nu,nfOptSSS0O,SS˚O,S˚Ouqy
˘

,
(4)

so we have to recurse in nfO twice. We finish here the computation from (4) without
explaining any further details.

nfOpUq “ g3
`

xt0Nu,g2pnfOptLxt0Nu,0Oyuqqy

YxtSSS˚Nu,g2pnfOptSS0O,S˚Ouqqy
˘

“ g3
`

A

t0Nu,g2pg3pnf
nfN
O ptxt0Nu,0Oyuqqq

E

YxtSSS˚Nu,g2pg2pnfOptS0Ouqqqy
˘

“ g3
`

xt0Nu,g2pg3pxt0Nu,nfOpt0Ouqyqqy

YxtSSS˚Nu,g2pg2pg2pnfOpt0Ouqqqqy
˘

“ g3
`

xt0Nu,g2pg3pxt0Nu,nfOpt0Ouqyqqy

YxtSSS˚Nu,g2pg2pg2pnfOpt0Ouqqqqy
˘

“ g3
`

xt0Nu,g2pg3ptxt0Nu,g1pt0Uuqyuqqy

YxtSSS˚Nu,g2pg2pg2pg1pt0Uuqqqqy
˘

“ . . .

“ g3
`

xt0Nu,tSLxt0Nu,0OyquyYxtSSS˚Nu,tSSS0Ouy
˘

“ tLxt0Nu,SLxt0Nu,0Oyqy ,LxtSSS˚Nu,SSS0Oyu

Now it is straightforward to check, for example, that we indeed have nfOpUq „O U .

5 Linearity
In a similar way that we can reduce the consistency to a binary predicate by coher-
ence (1), we can reduce entailment to a binary predicate by an appropriate property.
Call a neighborhood U linear if it satisfies

U $ bØ D
aPU
tau $ b (5)
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for all b; in this case, write U $lin b. For example every singleton forms a linear
neighborhood. Call an information system, as well as its corresponding type, linear
if (5) holds for all inhabited neighborhoods U and tokens b.

From a computational point of view, linearity ensures that in order to decide U $ b,
we don’t have to check U0$ b for all U0ĎU , it suffices to just check it for the singleton
ones; so a potentially exponential search is replaced by a linear one. A further technical
advantage that linearity provides is in terms of presentation: we will see later that linear
coherent information systems afford a representation by a structure with two predicates
that are both merely binary. These can be seen as further simplifications of certain
preorders with consistency that have appeared in the past [27, 33].

But apart from these relatively obvious technical advantages, there are deeper rea-
sons for someone to want to work with linear systems. Since Gordon Plotkin [22]
elaborated on the role of inherently nonsequential functionals like the “parallel or” in
Scott’s model, a lot of work focused on finding restricted models where this problem
would not arise—this is the well known quest for a “fully abstract” model for Plotkin’s
PCF [8]. Gérard Berry noticed early that if a functional is to be called “sequential”,
it should at least be stable [5], that is, apart from being Scott continuous it should
preserve consistent infima. Based on the work of Berry, the appropriate domains for
stability are the so called “dI-domains”, and, as Guo-Qiang Zhang [35, 36, 37] showed,
in order to represent stable domains by information systems, it is necessary to require
linearity. On the level of domains, this requirement translates to the distributivity of in-
fima over suprema, a property that Winskel [32] showed to be equivalent to the notion
of “prime algebraicity”. In a different direction, such “prime algebraic” (and coher-
ent) directed complete partial orders had already been employed by Winskel, together
with Mogens Nielsen and Gordon Plotkin [20, 21], in the study of concurrency. Fur-
thermore, since Jean-Yves Girard based his linear logic among other things on Berry’s
stability notion [10], linearity is a property that we encounter naturally when pursuing
models of linear logic [38, 33, 7].

Now, it is easy to see that flat information systems induced by algebras are linear.
In our nonflat setting, the base type N of natural numbers is linear: for example, the
entailment tS˚,SS0u $N SS˚ is achieved by tSS0u $N SS˚. Similarly for the type B
of booleans. Moreover, in Proposition 5.2 we will see that linearity, like coherence, is
a property that function spaces preserve, so one could naturally argue that the choice of
linear nonflat information systems should be perfectly legitimate. Indeed, one can es-
tablish several fundamental results in the nonflat setting based on linear systems alone:
Helmut Schwichtenberg dealt with density, preservation of values, and adequacy [27],
and we have also shown definability for the type system based on B and N [13, 12];
similar results were also obtained earlier by Fritz Müller [19].

Notwithstanding the above, linearity seems to be natural, or at least explicit, only
for those systems that are built by constructors with at most unary arity, like B and N.
In contrast, in D for example, we would have

tB0˚,B˚0u $ B00 but tB0˚,B˚0u &lin B00;

it is rather awkward, and certainly counter-intuitive, to have a notion of entailment
where possession of the information B0˚ and B˚0 fails to provide the information B00.9

It would then seem that linear systems might not be appropriate for a more inclusive

9Linearity is one of several things that become subtly tricky when one decides to go nonflat. Compare
with the issue of sequentiality, as discussed for example by Glynn Winskel [31, pp. 340–341].
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theory of higher-type computability after all, and that one would need to deal with the
generally nonlinear entailment in order to be on the safe side.

We see in this section that this is actually not the case. On the one hand, as was
already foreshadowed in Proposition 4.9.2, nonlinear systems turn out to be “implicitly
linear”: every neighborhood is equivalent to a linear one (Theorem 5.1). More impor-
tantly, we can make this hidden linearity explicit by restricting our models to linear
subsystems, without losing in expressivity at all (Theorem 5.4). Based on these obser-
vations we will conclude by simplifying the presentation of the information systems
at hand (Proposition 5.5) and showing that the domains induced are prime algebraic
(Theorem 5.8).

5.1 Implicit linearity
Call a type implicitly linear, when every neighborhood has a linear form, that is, an
equivalent neighborhood that is linear. It is not hard to see that all of our nonparametric
finitary base types are implicitly linear, since there are normal form mappings, like cl or
lub (see section 4.1), that take linear values; generally, we call a mapping f : Conρ Ñ

Conρ a linear form mapping (at type ρ) when it preserves information and its values
satisfy (5).

Just as we showed in section 4 that every type has normal forms by showing that
there exist normal form mappings at every type, we will show now that every type is
implicitly linear by showing the existence of linear form mappings at all types.

Theorem 5.1 (Implicit linearity). Every type is implicitly linear.

Proof by induction over types. Let ρ be an arbitrary type. We show that there exists a
neighborhood mapping linρ : Conρ Ñ Conρ , such that linρpUq is linear and equivalent
to U for all U P Conρ .

First we consider the case of a higher type ρ Ñ σ . Let W P ConρÑσ ; by
Lemma 4.11, we may safely assume that it is eigen-irredundant. Set

linρÑσ pW q :“ lin
gρ

σ pW q,

where gρ : Conρ Ñ Conρ is some information-preserving mapping (for example, the
identity), and linσ is provided by the induction hypothesis at σ . This is obviously
a finite set that is equivalent to W by the induction hypothesis at σ and Corol-
lary 4.15. It remains to show the implicit linearity property. Let xU,by P TokρÑσ

be such that linρÑσ pW q $ρÑσ xU,by. Then also W $ρÑσ xU,by, which means that
WæU $ρÑσ xU,by, or, equivalently, U $ρ LpWæU q and RpWæU q $σ b; now, linσ maps
to equivalent neighborhoods, so linσ pRpWæU qq $σ b; by the induction hypothesis at
σ , there exists a single token b0 P linσ pRpWæU qq such that tb0u $σ b, so for the to-
ken c :“

@

gρpLpWæU qq,b0
D

, which belongs to lin rhoÑσ pW q by definition, we have
tcu $ρÑσ xU,by, and we’re done.

Now let ι “ µξ pκ1, . . . ,κkq be a base type, with κ̃lpιq being

sτlˆpĎρ1l Ñ ιqˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆpĚρnl l Ñ ιq

for l “ 1, . . . ,k. Assume that lin
sτl is a linear form mapping at sτl and that g

Ęρml l preserve
the information at Ěρml l for all ml “ 1, . . . ,nl (again, these could all be the respective
identities), and consider the recursive mapping given by

linι “
`

k
ÿ

l“1

Cl ˝ linsτl ˆ

nl
ź

ml“1

g
Ęρml l linι

˘

˝dstι ,
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where Cl is here meant to stand for the mapping defined by constructor application.
Let U P Conι and b P Tokι . In case cfpUq “ t˚ιu, we have linιpUq “ t˚ιu „ι U , so
information is preserved; furthermore, we have t˚ιu $ι b if and only if b “ ˚ι , so
choosing a :“ ˚ι P linιpUq witnesses linearity. In case cfpUq “ClU0U1 ¨ ¨ ¨Unl for some
appropriately typed neighborhoods U0,U1, . . . ,Unl , then

linιpUq “Cl linsτl pU0qp
g
Ěρ1l linιqpU1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p

g
Ěρnl l linιqpUnl q

p‹q
„ι ClU0U1 ¨ ¨ ¨Unl “U,

where at step p‹q we used the hypothesis for g
sτl and the induction hypothesis for every

g
Ęρml l linι , ml “ 1, . . . ,nl , so information is preserved. To show linearity, assume without

harming generality that b“Clb0b1 ¨ ¨ ¨bnl , for appropriately typed tokens b0,b1, . . . ,bnl ;
we have

linιpUq $ι bôCl linsτl pU0qp
g
Ěρ1l linιqpU1q ¨ ¨ ¨ p

g
Ěρnl l linιqpUnl q $ι Clb0b1 ¨ ¨ ¨bnl

ô lin
sτl pU0q $sτl b0^

nl

@
ml“1

p
g
Ęρml l linιqpUml q $Ęρml lÑι bml

p‹q
ñ D

a0Plinsτl pU0q
ta0u $sτl b0^

nl

@
ml“1

D
aml P

`g
Ęρml l linι

˘

pUml q

tamlu $Ęρml lÑι bml

p‹‹q
ô D

aPlinι pUq
tau $ι b;

at step p‹q we use the linearity hypothesis of lin
sτl as well as the induction hypothesis

for every p
g
Ęρml l linιq, and at step p‹‹q we choose a :“Cla0a1 ¨ ¨ ¨anl as a witness.

Example. At type DÑD consider the neighborhood

W “ txtB0˚u,B1˚y ,xtB˚1u,B˚0yu.

It is nonlinear, since it needs both of its tokens to entail the token c“ xtB01u,B10y. To
linearize it, the proof of Theorem 5.1 suggests that we use linDÑD “

idD linD, with

linD “ p0D`1D`SD ˝ linD`BD ˝ linDˆ linDq ˝dstD.

So we get

linDÑDpW q “ idD linDpW q “ linidDD peirrpW qq

“ linidDD pxtB0˚u,tB1˚uyYxtB˚1u,tB˚0uy

YxtB0˚,B˚1u,tB1˚,B˚0uyq

“ xtB0˚u, linDptB1˚uqyYxtB˚1u, linDptB˚0uqy

YxtB0˚,B˚1u, linDptB1˚,B˚0uqy

“ xtB0˚u,tB1˚uyYxtB˚1u,tB˚0uy

YxtB0˚,B˚1u,tB10uy

“ txtB0˚u,B1˚y ,xtB˚1u,B˚0y ,xtB0˚,B˚1u,B10yu. (6)

This is now linear: it entails the above token c with the singleton txtB0˚,B˚1u,B10yu.
For the sake of a bit more involved example, consider the variation of ordinals

given by the algebra A :“ µξ pξ ,ξ Ñ ξ ,pDÑDq Ñ pNÑ ξ q Ñ ξ q (where the limit
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constructor is parametrized by values inDÑD), and then the typeLpAq “ µξ pξ ,AÑ
ξ Ñ ξ q—which in this example we just write L for typographic convenience—with
L̃“U`AˆL. The witness in the proof of Theorem 5.1 dictates the use of a recursive
mapping

linL “ pnilA`consA ˝ linAˆ linLq ˝dstL,

with linA (in the parameter position) in turn taken to be given recursively by

linA “
`

0A`SA ˝ linA`LA ˝ linDÑDˆ
idN linA

˘

˝dstA;

here, as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, nilA, consA, 0A, SA, LA stand for the respective
neighborhood applications, linDÑD is the one that we already handled above, and idD
is just the easiest choice of an information-preserving mapping that the proof demands.
At type L, the neighborhood U “ tconsAaili | i“ 1,2,3u, with

a1 “ LA xU1,b1y
@

U 11,b
1
1
D

, l1 “ ˚L,

a2 “ LA xU2,b2y
@

U 12,b
1
2
D

, l2 “ ˚L,

a3 “ ˚A, l3 “ nilA,

and

U1 “ tBD0D˚Du, b1 “ BD1D˚D, U 11 “ t0Nu, b11 “ ˚A,

U2 “ tBD˚D1Du, b2 “ BD˚D0D, U 12 “ tSN˚Nu, b12 “ 0A,

is not linear, since it needs all of its elements to entail the token

b“ consALA xtBD0D1Du,BD1D0Dyxt0Nu,˚AynilA.

We have

linLpUq “ consAplinApa1,a2,a3q, linLpl1, l2, l3qq

“ consApLAplinDÑDpW q, linNÑApW 1qq,nilAq

(we write linρpa1, . . . ,amq for linρpta1, . . . ,amuq), and we found the linear form of the
neighborhood W “ txU1,b1y ,xU2,b2yu to be the one in (6), while the linear form
of the neighborhood W 1 “ txU 11,b

1
1y ,xU

1
2,b

1
2yu is similarly found to be itself, that is,

linAÑApW 1q “W 1 (indeed, W 1 is already in linear form); so we get

linLpUq “ tconsALA xtB0˚u,B1˚yxt0Nu,˚AynilA
consALA xtB0˚u,B1˚yxtS˚Nu,0AynilA

consALA xtB˚1u,B˚0yxt0Nu,˚AynilA

consALA xtB˚1u,B˚0yxtS˚Nu,0AynilA

consALA xtB0˚,B˚1u,B10yxt0Nu,˚AynilA

consALA xtB0˚,B˚1u,B10yxtS˚Nu,0AynilAu,

which is linear: it entails the above token b with its second last element.

5.2 Explicit linearity
The witness we provided in the proof of Theorem 5.1 fails to be a normal form mapping
because of the identity, but the argument would work just fine with any other mapping
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instead of id (which we used for simplicity), as long as it sends a neighborhood to an
equivalent neighborhood; so there are plenty of witnesses of implicit linearity that are
actually normal form mappings. In particular, there are witnesses that ensure that not
only the entailments at ρ Ñ σ , but also all entailments of lower type will be linear
(see our last example). One may naturally wonder: can we not just restrict ourselves to
appropriate normal forms at every type, and work exclusively in a linear setting?

Indeed we can, just not in a downright naive way. First of all we observe that if we
achieve linearity at base types then we’re done, since all function spaces will also be
linear, by the following known result [27].

Proposition 5.2. Let ρ , σ be coherent information systems, with σ being linear. Then
their function space ρ Ñ σ is a linear coherent information system.

Proof. Let W P Con1
ρÑσ and xU,by P TokρÑσ be such that W $ρÑσ xU,by, which

means that WU $σ b. If WU is empty then b must be trivial, so any token of W is
a witness. If WU is inhabited, by the linearity at σ we get some b0 PWU , such that
tb0u $σ b, so there exists a token xU0,b0y PW , such that tU0,b0u $ρÑσ xU,by.

Now in order to obtain linear information systems for our base types, we naturally
turn to linear normal forms such as the ones we encountered in section 4.1—let’s re-
strict ourselves to the nonparametric finitary case for the time being. The naive way
to go about the problem is to consider a class Con‹ of neighborhoods in some normal
form that we know is linear, and check if the triple pTok,Con‹,$q will do. The only
two choices that we have from our previous discussion is to have Con‹ consisting of ei-
ther the suprema or the deductive closures; it turns out that both are bad choices. If we
restrict Con to the neighborhoods that can serve as suprema, that is, to singletons, we
lose the propagation of consistency by entailment, and if we restrict it to deductively
closed neighborhoods, then we lose the consistency of singletons and the closure of
consistency to subsets. Trying to mend these shortcomings by tweaking, for example,
the definition of entailment, only seems to lead further from intuition.

A less naive idea is to capitalize on our results on path normal forms, namely,
by restricting the carrier set to paths, and then adapting consistency and entailment
accordingly. Obviously, we have to adapt the relevant main notions and results from
the nonparametric finitary case to the general one. We need predicates Tokp

ρ and Conp
ρ

for every type ρ .

• Let ι “ µξ pκ1, . . . ,κkq be an arbitrary algebra. We have ˚ι P Tokp
ι , and for every

l “ 1, . . . ,k with κl having ρ1, . . . ,ρr as argument types (parameters or recursive
ones) and a P Tokp

ρi for i“ 1, . . . ,r, we have Cl
ÝÑ̊

ι aÝÑ̊ι P Tokp
ι (where the vectors

ÝÑ̊
ι may be empty).

• Let ρ and σ be types. If U P Conp
ρ and b P Tokp

σ , then we have xU,by P Tokp
ρÑσ .

• Let ρ be any type. If U P Conρ is such that a P Tokp
ρ for every a PU , then we

have U P Conp
ρ .

Notice that we write above Conp, and not Conpr: in the last clause we also include
neighborhoods of paths which are not “path reduced” in the sense of Proposition 4.5
and Theorem 4.6; obviously, Conpr Ď Conp. It is straightforward to see that Proposi-
tion 4.3.3 can be generalized to the case of an arbitrary algebra, that is, that even an
infinitary algebra ι satisfies the property of path linearity: if U P Con1

ι (not necessarily
in Conp

ι ) and b P Tokp
ι , then U $ι b implies U $lin

ι b.
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Write ρ – σ , if the ideals of ρ and the ideals of σ are in a bijective correspondence.
Moreover, if x,y : ρ , write x$ρ y to mean that for every V Ď f y there is a U Ď f x with
U $ρ V . The following in a way expresses that the non-path tokens of an algebra form
a “redundant” set [38].

Proposition 5.3. Let ι be a base type. There exists a linear coherent information
system η , such that η – ι .

Proofsketch. Given a base type ι , define ι p by letting Tokι p be Tokp
ι , Conι p be Conp

ι ,
and $ι p be $ι X pConι p ˆTokι pq. It is straightforward to check that ι p is indeed a
coherent information system; we call it the path subsystem of ι .

To see that it is linear, let U P Con1
ι p and b P Tokι p be such that U $ι p b. Since b

is a path, by path linearity there is an a PU with tau $ι b. But a is itself a path, so
tau $ι p b.

For the equivalence of the ideals, we just have to observe that an ideal in ι also
contains the path forms of each of its neighborhoods, and, vice versa, that by an ideal
in ι p we recover the non-path tokens by taking the ι-closures of its neighborhoods. So
we consider the maps F : ι Ñ ι p and G : ι p Ñ ι , defined by

Fpxq :“
ď

UĎ f x

ta P Tokι p |U $ι au,

Gpxq :“
ď

UĎ f x

ta P Tokι |U $ι au;

using Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 4.25 for the recursive mapping

pthι “
`

k
ÿ

l“1

gl ˝pthsτl
ˆ

nl
ź

ml“1

pth
Ęρml l pthι

˘

˝dstι

with

glpU1, . . . ,Url q :“
rl
ď

i“1

Cl
ÝÝÑ
t˚ιuUi

ÝÝÑ
t˚ιu

(rl counting all parameters and all recursive arguments of Cl), it is by a tedious but
straightforward mutual induction that we show F and G to be well defined, injective
(note that Fpxq „ι x and Gpxq „ι x), and mutually inverse, thus ι – ι p.

It follows that if we are willing to dispose of succinct representations like B00, and
restrict to their path-neighborhood representations like tB0˚,B˚0u, we obtain a model
of information systems, which are not only coherent, but also linear in an explicit way.
More precisely, from Propositions 5.2 and 5.3, by letting ι 1 be ι p for every algebra and
pρ Ñ σq1 be ρ 1Ñ σ 1 for arbitrary types ρ and σ , we obtain the following.

Theorem 5.4 (Linearity). Let ρ be a type. There exists a linear coherent information
system ρ 1, such that ρ 1 – ρ .

5.3 Preordered tolerances and prime algebraicity
A direct consequence of linearity is the practical property of prime algebraicity.
Since the late 70’s, when this notion was first introduced by Nielsen, Plotkin and
Winskel [20, 21], the connection of linearity on the level of information systems and
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prime algebraicity on the level of domains has been made by various authors, for ex-
ample by Zhang [37, 38], but also by Winskel [33]—who has otherwise studied prime
algebraicity for domains arising from event structures [32], and also showed that prime
algebraicity is in fact distributivity in disguise (see also [37]).

We will first simplify the path representation further, by choosing to work with
a binary consistency predicate as a primary notion. Call a triple pTok,—,ěq a pre-
ordered tolerance if ě is a preorder, that is, reflexive and transitive, — is a tolerance
relation [34], that is, reflexive and symmetric, and furthermore

a— b^bě cÑ a— c

is satisfied for all a,b,c P Tok. An ideal in such a structure is to be understood as
follows: for all a,b P x it is a— b; for all a P x and all b P Tok, if aě b then b P x. It is
straightforward to check the following.

Proposition 5.5. If pTok,Con,$q is a given linear coherent information system, we
obtain a preordered tolerance by defining a — b if ta,bu P Con and a ě b if tau $ b.
Conversely, if pTok,—,ěq is a given preordered tolerance, we obtain a linear coherent
information system by setting U PCon if a— b for all a,b PU, and U $ b if there exists
a PU such that aě b, or else b is trivial (meaning, aě b for all a’s in the preordered
tolerance). Moreover, the ideals of a linear coherent information system coincide with
the ideals of its induced preordered tolerance, and vice versa.

So the domains that we get from linear systems are exactly the domains that we get
from preordered tolerances. Preordered tolerances have been used in the past instead
of information systems [19, 7, 13]—it is for the purpose of clarity that we use the
generic term “preordered tolerance” here, since this is in reality the quintessence of
a linear coherent information system, and it would deserve the same name in another
context. We should also note that Nielsen, Plotkin, and Winskel [21] use instead a dual
preordered intolerance, which they call “event structure”, to prove prime algebraicity.

Now consider a type ρ . Based on Theorem 5.4, the coherent information system,
also denoted by ρ , that we use to interpret the type in section 2 is equivalent to a
linear coherent information system ρ p; this, in turn, induces an equivalent preordered
tolerance, based on Proposition 5.5, which we denote here by 9ρ . For the needs of
this section we say standard model for the collection of all ρ’s and path model for the
collection of their respective 9ρ’s.

An element p of a domain is called completely prime, or just prime, if whenever
p Ď

Ů

X for a bounded set X , there exists an x P X such that p Ď x. It is easy to
check that, in the standard model of typeD, the ideals x1 :“ tB0˚u and x2 :“ tB˚0u are
prime, but this is not the case for the ideal x0 :“ tB00u. The domain is called prime
algebraic if every element is the least upper bound of its prime approximations—notice
the symmetry with the standard “compact” algebraicity required of domains.

We now observe that the least upper bound of a bounded set of ideals in the path
model is given by their union. In the standard model this is the case only for directed
sets of ideals, while for bounded ones we need to take the deductive closure of the
union. For example, since tB0˚,B˚0u $D B00, the least upper bound of x1 and x2 from
above is not just x1Y x2 but x1Y x2 “ x0 (we extend here the use of the bar notation to
potentially infinite consistent sets). Write x — y to mean U — V for all neighborhoods
U Ď x, V Ď y.

Lemma 5.6. Let ρ be some type, and x and y be ideals of 9ρ . If x— 9ρ y then the set xYy
is the least upper bound of x and y.
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Proof. The less straightforward thing to show is that the union is indeed an ideal of 9ρ ,
for which we need to check only the deductive closure. Let b be an arbitrary path at
type ρ and assume that for some U Ď xY y we have U $ 9ρ b; by linearity there exists
some path a PU such that tau $ 9ρ b. Regardless of a P x or a P y, by deductive closure
of either x or y we have b P xY y.

Write a instead of tau for deductive closures generated by single tokens; in the case
of a preordered tolerance we actually mean the sets tb | aě bu. Write also Toki for the
collection of informative, that is, nontrivial tokens. We will not elaborate on it here, but
let us at least note that for the next two results we need a choice principle that enables
us to find an element x P X when X is an inhabited bounded set of ideals.

Lemma 5.7. At a type ρ , an ideal of 9ρ is prime if and only if it is of the form tau for
some a P Toki

9ρ
.

Proof. Let a be a nontrivial path, and X be a bounded family of ideals of 9ρ , such that
a Ď

Ů

X . By Lemma 5.6 we get a Ď
Ť

X , that is, a P
Ť

X . Since a is nontrivial, the
family X must be nonempty, so we have some x P X with a P x; but x is deductively
closed, so a Ď x, which means that a is prime. Conversely, let p be a prime ideal of
9ρ , and consider the family ta | a P pu. We obviously have pĎ

Ť

ta | a P pu, which by
primeness of p yields a single ap P p such that p Ď ap; since also ap Ď p, we have
p“ ap.

Theorem 5.8 (Prime algebraicity). At type ρ , the ideals of 9ρ form a prime algebraic
coherent domain.

Proof. It suffices to show the prime algebraicity. Let x be an arbitrary ideal of 9ρ and
X :“ ta | aĎ xu, which by Lemma 5.7 contains all of its prime approximations; we
show that x “

Ť

X . For some path b, if b P x then b Ď x by the closure of x, therefore
b P X by definition, and then b P

Ť

X . Conversely, if b P
Ť

X , then there exists some
path a such that b P aĎ x, that is, b P x.

6 Discussion
We showed how we can circumvent the inherent combinatorial complexity of nonflat
information systems by working with canonical and even normal forms, and we used
these results to show that we can fully recover linearity in a setting with a full, non-
linear entailment predicate. As an application of the latter, we introduced preordered
tolerances, simple versions of information systems, and used them to show that in the
presence of linearity our domains are prime algebraic. There are several things that
suggest themselves as next steps.

On the technical side, we made heavy use of neighborhood mappings between two
information systems, preferring them to the whole class of approximable maps, but we
did this on demand, in a lazy and almost haphazard way, guided primarily by the needs
of the present paper. One could look soberly into the theory of neighborhood mappings
in its own sake, from a systematic and wider viewpoint, say type- or category-theoretic.

In the case of normal forms, as well, there is a prospect of generalization, if one is
interested in their totality. It is easy to see that the class of all normal forms at a given
type can be arranged as a semigroup in two natural ways, namely both under composi-
tion, and under consistent union U ÞÑ f pUqYgpUq, whenever f pUq — gpUq for every
U ; both of these structures lack their natural neutral element, namely the identity map
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and the constant U ÞÑ H, respectively. Moreover, both of these semigroups are ac-
tually “bands” (every element is idempotent), the former is particularly “rectangular”
(the equation f ˝ g ˝ h “ f ˝ h holds for all f ,g,h) and even “left-zero” (all elements
are left-neutral), while the latter is commutative. We list this array of terms to merely
indicate that the theory of semigroups [11] is rich enough to have thematized such con-
cepts, which suggests that the deceivingly meager structure of a semigroup might still
give good answers to general questions regarding the navigation in our quite complex
nonflat domains of choice.

Last, but most relevant for our interest in higher-type computability, the main mes-
sage of the paper in our view is that we can work linearly even with a nonlinear
(that is, not necessarily binary) entailment, and therefore widen the scope of previ-
ous work [19, 27, 13] in a substantial way. There are two further points to stress. On
the one hand, the manifestations of linearity that we have witnessed point to a possi-
ble way of internalizing lines of study such as sequentiality, concurrency, and linear
semantics in a nonflat framework. There is an enormous amount of work invested in
these matters by a lot of people already (see section 5 for some references), and to even
adapt the basic ideas to our framework should be rewarding. The prime algebraicity
that we demonstrated is already such a reward, which we earned fairly quickly and,
given the relevant literature, quite expectedly, after having proved linearity. On the
other hand, as we mentioned already in the introduction, we may hope that adapting
such work to the nonflat case may even lead to unexpected and more powerful results.
In pursuit of such aims, it seems likely that the tools we have used in this work, in
particular the various sorts of neighborhood mappings that we encountered, may well
prove to be indispensable.

Dues
For their lending an ear, their feedback, their suggestions, their clarifications, thanks to
Helmut Schwichtenberg, Davide Rinaldi, Matthias Hofer, Rhea Marstaller, and Kenji
Miyamoto. Matthias Hofer has also provided a proof for a special case of Theo-
rem 4.17, using an earlier variant of eigen-neighborhood. The referees have helped
and urged me to present a clearer, fuller and more correct picture of the results; thank
you.
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